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1 Thesis outline

Network security has become an important aspect in the life of almost every individual.
Recent data breaches [42, 51] have resulted in a wake-up call for businesses and consumers
worldwide. Over the last decade, an overwhelming number of network attacks and methods
[101, 55] have been developed. Many of these attacks have a similar goal, that is to obtain
sensitive information of the end user. Such sensitive information can then be analyzed
to predict the behaviour or interests of individuals [66] or even worse, to enable the use
of identity theft [57]. Furthermore, the end users are still publicly sharing a lot of that
personal information themselves through the wide variety of social networks available on
the internet. More recently, companies that analyze such data have garnered attraction
due to the legality and questionable effectiveness of these analyses [86] [16]. Regardless
whether or not these social analyses are legal, they are actively being used for predicting
social media influence [62], personalized advertisements, assessing financial and health
conditions [34] or even in forensic science [35].
This thesis discusses and analyzes the different attacks that can be used to socially profile
Internet users. First, we discuss some practical cases why social profiling is in demand
and examples in which context a malicious adversary can deploy such methods. Next, we
discuss several attacks that can be utilized to fingerprint the devices and websites used by
an Internet user and provide some effective countermeasures to defend ourselves against
those attacks. Furthermore, we propose a novel fingerprinting method to identify specific
profile URLs navigated by an end user. Finally, we conduct several experiments where we
analyze the impact and defenses of these attacks against existing online platforms and how
they affect social profiling.

1.1 Marketing context

Marketing is one of the most prevalent aspects of selling products online. Knowing how
a customer behaves and what a customer likes is the key to personalized advertisements.
Nevertheless, social media plays an important role in communicating with these potential
customers.
In a social media context, predicting the interest or behaviour of potential customers is
usually done with consent of the end user. For instance, large social media networks gather
personal data of consumers in return for their services.
However, in the recent years, the industry has given rise to a new popular technique called
’Social Wi-Fi’. This concept consist of a Wi-Fi access point (AP) that allows customers
to use the internet for free if they agree to share some personal information (e.g. name,
social media login, etc ...). Many companies have jumped on the bandwagon to provide
social Wi-Fi as an easy and efficient method that can be used to identify the behaviour
of customers by for instance, physically tracking them or gather statistics about the social
interactions of these customers [85, 94, 93].
However, on a technological side, the features are relatively basic and are more focused
on giving meaning to the collection of personal data than how to gather the personal in-
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formation. According to Cisco, 58% of business users are not willing to use social Wi-Fi.
From which half of them state the reason for their denial is due to not wanting to share
personal information with the retailers (companies that use social Wi-fi) and due to the
inconvenience of logging in and using the time to make it internet ready [98].
Nevertheless, the ’social Wi-Fi’ providers do have access to the data that is sent between
the consumer and the internet. Therefore, providers (or a malicious MITM) could use
these streams of data without consent of the consumer (victim). Even though most of the
time, the stream of data is encrypted, it is still possible to extract sensitive information
without intervention of the end user by applying fingerprinting methods.
Similarly, ”privacy related” software like Onavo Protect from Facebook Inc. are openly ad-
mitting the collection of network traffic for analytical purposes [7]. Recent EU leglislations
regarding the possibility of opting out for browser cookies will also result into a significant
drive towards other methods to extract sensitive information from the end user [102].
In order to find effective defenses against such practices, this thesis first discusses several
techniques to obtain such information without breaking encryption. And only then, we
can construct and compose mitigation techniques to protect the information of our end
user and to mitigate the risks introduced by using ’social Wi-Fi’ and the like.

1.2 Cybercrime context

In 2017, the total cost of cybercrime globally was estimated to be over $600 billion and
continues to rise with an average of 24% each year [8]. According to McAfee, there are
an average of 33 000 cases of phishing each day and they show that this correlates to the
number of data breaches [67]. Traditional crime techniques are not sufficient in mitigating
or reducing these massive costs. Therefore, novel methods have to be deployed in order to
cope with the constant stream of new cybercrime attacks.
As we will discuss later in the thesis, wiretapping is such method employed by ISP providers
and large government organisations to intercept the communication from and to the end
user, in order to collect digital evidence in legal cases [14, 36]. Since most criminals
are aware of the fact that encryption is necessary to hide their wrongdoings, fingerprinting
techniques are useful in extracting sensitive information from this stream of communication
data. More specifically, the utilization of social media networks has become paramount to
gather and analyze public data that can aid cybercrime departments into developing their
forensic cases [75]. Similarly to the marketing context, personal information that is leaked
in data breaches can be used by government organisations to penetrate networks as is the
case in recent legal enactments of the Netherlands [77]. It is clear that, even though the
deployment of these new forensic techniques is inevitable, the privacy implications that
arise are significant and thus requires defenses that protect the end users against malicious
actors that might deploy similar methods.
In this thesis, we first show how forensic techniques such as the aforementioned, can be
utilized to extract personal identifiable information useful in battling cybercrime. Next, we
discuss the privacy considerations that become apparent when deploying these techniques
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and how end users can legally protect themselves against such exposures.

2 Background

2.1 HTTP over TLS

In this section, we provide a very basic overview of the TLS 1.2 protocol [31], more specif-
ically HTTP 1.1 over TLS.
The Transport Layer Security protocol is implemented on top of HTTP to provide integrity,
encryption and authenticity of the data sent between two endpoints. In other words, it
provides a channel between an authenticated webserver and webclient where the commu-
nication cannot be altered nor read by an adversary.
To establish this channel, a TLS handshake is performed where the client and server agree
to, among other things, a cipher suite and version based on a Client Hello message and
a Server Hello message. Next, we exchange keys or certificates to be able to encrypt and
decrypt the communication between the endpoints and prove the authenticity of the server.
After the TLS handshake is complete, we can encrypt the HTTP data and send it through
the network using TLS Application messages. When it arrives at the other endpoint, we
can decrypt the HTTPS data and it is then passed down to the HTTP protocol layer as
usual.
A simplified version of the TLS handshake is shown in the figure below:

Figure 1: A basic TLS handshake (Courtesy of Tim Aubert: timtaubert.de)
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The Application Data messages that contain the actual HTTP data are of course en-
crypted. To the contrary, the messages used in the TLS handshake are sent in plaintext
and so can be read by an adversary. Alteration of these messages by an adversary are pre-
vented by introducing a bidirectional Finished message at the end of the TLS handshake.
This message contains a hashed form of all 1 previous TLS messages based on the agreed
encryption key of both endpoints. It is therefore (in theory) not possible to modify TLS
messages and Finished messages without knowing the shared encryption key.
The question now remains, how can 2 endpoints agree to a shared secret key on a public
channel without leaking this information to other entities on this channel?
This is why the Diffie-Hellman algorithm is used for. In theory, the security of this algo-
rithm is based on the fact that solving a discrete logarithm problem cannot be performed
efficiently.
Since HTTP is almost always used under TCP, it is possible that a HTTP request or
response in a TLS record will be split into multiple TCP segments due to the segmenta-
tion in the TCP layer (see figure 2). The complete TLS record is easily reconstructed by
appending both TCP payloads.

Figure 2: A conceptual example of a HTTP response split into 2 TCP segments.

2.1.1 Cipher suites

A cipher suite is a combination of algorithms that are used to encrypt a portion of data in
TLS. A wide range of cipher suites are supported by TLS. In TLS <= 1.2, we can use either
a block or stream cipher. In a block cipher, we split our payload (e.g. a HTTP request)
into different blocks each with the same fixed size (e.g. 128 bits). Splitting the payload in

1With some exceptions like the HelloRequest message
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blocks is necessary to perform block mode operations (e.g. Cipher Block Chaining) which
is used in combination with a block cipher (e.g. AES). Since the size of the data is not
always divisible by the block size, padding is introduced. Padding will add bytes to the
end of the data so that the total size of the TLS payload will be a multiple of the block
size (see figure 3). Then, each block individually is encrypted according to the block cipher
and combined according to the block mode operation.
In a stream cipher, the data will not be split into blocks. Instead, we encrypt the data
using an infinite keystream derived from a secret key. As a result, no padding is necessary
because we can then encrypt each plaintext byte one by one.
Another important mode of operation is Galois/Counter Mode (GCM). This mode of op-
eration can be used in combination with block ciphers but due to having a counter mode,
it acts like a stream cipher.
We make this simplified distinction to illustrate that the data encrypted with a block ci-
pher has padding which will transform the plaintext to an encrypted text where the size
is a multiple of the block size (which is at least the same size of the plaintext). To the
contrary, the encrypted data using a stream cipher will have the same length as the original
plaintext data.

Figure 3: A TLS record for CBC ciphers [43]. The MAC value will make sure that the
TLS record is not modified.

2.1.2 Practical calculation of HTTP length

As a result of the previous section, we can (to some extent) calculate the length of the
original plaintext payload. With a block cipher, the length is divisible by the block size
(figure 3) and with a stream cipher, the length can be calculated with byte precision. In
other words, we can calculate the length/size of an original plaintext HTTP request or
response by subtracting the length of the headers of the TLS record with the length of the
complete TLS record 2.
In order to calculate the length, we first have to construct a stream of data that consists
of TLS records (that might consist out of multiple TLS Application Data messages) in

2This only applies to the HTTP/1.X protocol
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both directions. A TLS record sent from client to server is a HTTP request and a record
sent from server to client is a HTTP response. Most modern browsers do not support
or enable HTTP/1.1 pipelining by default, which means that both entities can not sent
another HTTP request/response until the current one is completely received.
Thus, we can detect the beginning and end of a HTTP request and response based on the
flow of data. In current literature, the point of inflection where a request or response starts
is commonly referred to as a ’size marker’, initially proposed by Panchencko et al. [81].
After we have found out the size markers, we can calculate the actual length of the HTTP
payload by subtracting the total size of the complete TLS record with the size of the TLS
headers (which have a fixed length).

In this ideal scenario, we have assumed that only TLS Application Data messages are
being sent and that we have access to all TLS communications from the beginning of
the TCP connection. The first assumption can be relaxed trivially by removing any TLS
message where the content type header does not indicate being a TLS Application Data
message. The length of such TLS message is given in the TLS header. The second as-
sumption is much harder to relax.
Let’s assume we have access to the exchange of TLS messages in the middle of a TLS
record. In this scenario, we do not know where the current TLS records ends neither do
we know the total length of the record 3. A possible solution is to iterate over the stream
of data and check for a sequence of bytes that indicates a TLS Application Data message
and expected version number. For instance, 0x170303 indicates a TLS Application mes-
sage with version ’TLS 1.3’. This might indicate the beginning of a new TLS Application
Message with which we can then continue the calculation as discussed above. However,
the issue here is that the sequence 0x170303 might also appear in the actual TLS payload
data. This can be solved by iteratively checking if the expected sequence appears in the
stream of data after each X bytes (where X is the length of the TLS record indicated
by the header). For each iteration, the chance of detecting the beginning of a real TLS
Application Data message increases exponentially. A fixed iteration depth can be set to
avoid infinite loops if a TLS record is malformed.

The basics of this method are originally mentioned by Hintz [47] and further extended by
Sun et al. [96]. Over the many years, a considerable amount of side-channel attacks have
been developed that also use other inadvertent leakages of HTTP request/response sizes.
In the bicycle attack [103], we can accurately calculate the lengths of passwords (e.g. in
a login request) by knowing the size of a HTTP response and predicting the size of the
HTTP headers. And the BREACH attack [55] uses the size leakage as an oracle to attack
certain compression algorithms used in the HTTP protocol.
It is clear that this type of leakage is still a valid issue prevalent and useful in many HTTP
attacks today.

3Wireshark indicates this by showing ’Continuation Data’
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2.2 Man in the middle (MITM)

The term ’a man in the middle’ is used to indicate that an adversary has set himself up
between 2 or more endpoints that want to communicate with each other. The goal of a
MITM is to intercept or modify traffic flowing over the network between those endpoints
(see step 2 in figure 6). This does not necessarily mean that a MITM can read data in
the clear. For instance, when using HTTP over TLS, the data that a MITM would see is
still encrypted. However, as we have discussed in the previous sections, we can still extract
valuable information from the TLS connection.
There are 2 types of MITM positions: active and passive. An active MITM alters the flow
of data between the endpoints (for instance, DNS poisoning alters the DNS responses to
redirect the victim to a malicious server). A passive MITM only observes/reads the flow of
data between the endpoints. For instance in theory, a MITM cannot tamper with a TLS
connection because the Finished messages will prevent this. If a victim would use vanilla
HTTP, a MITM could possibly intercept and modify the HTTP data sent between the
endpoints which is of course a security risk.
Systems that do traffic analysis (e.g. antivirus software, firewalls, etc ...) often hold
MITM positions in order to check the data for malware, network attacks, etc ... . Some
governments have even launched initiatives in which they hold MITM positions in various
ISP networks in order to use this sensitive data for forensic analysis [36] [14]. Even though
most of the intercepted network traffic is encrypted, private keys can be requested and
fingerprinting techniques can be utilized to extract meaningful information. Common
public tools that can hold MITM positions or make use of those positions are Burp [83]
and mitmproxy [71].
Either way, it is evident that communicating over a network requires a solid mechanism
that protects both endpoints for MITM attacks. Unfortunately, due to outdated concepts
or technical limitations at the time, some network protocols still leak sensitive information
as we will show in the next section.

2.3 Network protocols in the clear

We assume that the reader has a basic knowledge about the Ethernet, IP and TCP proto-
col. In most scenarios of our discussions, we also assume that the IP and TCP fields of an
Ethernet frame can be read by a MITM. In other words, we exclude the use of additional
encryption services like for instance SSH tunneling or Tor, where parts of the IP and TCP
data are encrypted to prevent eavesdropping.
The first important protocol that we use to extract valuable data from is the DNS protocol
[72]. The Domain Name Server (DNS) is a network protocol and system that primarily
translates domain names to IP addresses. It works by hierarchically or recursively request-
ing the IP address from other domain name servers.
For instance, a simplified example: if we visit the website ’www.uhasselt.be’, a domain
translation has to be done first before we can actually request the website content. This
translation is performed by sending a DNS request to a domain name server (usually on
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port 53). This DNS request contains the domain name ’uhasselt.be’ and for the sake of
simplicity, we assume the server knows the IP address of the domain ’uhasselt.be’. As a
result, the specific IP address will be returned by the domain name server and a HTTP
request can be sent to the IP address. Such a DNS request is not encrypted and so can
be read by an adversary that holds a MITM position. In other words, an adversary can
intercept the DNS request and know to which website the victim wants to navigate.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no evidence that shows that social Wi-Fi providers
intercept DNS requests in order to gather more information about their customers. How-
ever, besides from legal repercussions, there are no technical limitations that prevents a
provider from collecting DNS traffic. Furthermore, some ISPs block restricted websites (for
instance, The Pirate Bay) by using DNS blockades. The DNS responses of such websites
are in fact modified by the ISP with the goal of redirecting the victim to another website.
Interestingly, there are reliable reports that Google is considering to add DNS over TLS in
one of Android’s future versions [12, 91]. This would prevent an adversary from extract-
ing the domain name from a DNS request and it should also prevent the adversary from
poisoning the DNS cache.
We deliberately left out more details about the inner workings of the protocol because they
are not important to understand the DNS issues discussed in this thesis.

Another important component is the Server Name Indication field. The Server Name
Indication (SNI) is a TLS extension that informs the webserver which hostname it wants
to connect to. It is usually used for virtual hosting where multiple HTTPS websites can
be accessed under one IP address. The same information can be extracted as with a DNS
request, more specifically, the hostname that the victim wants to access. Unfortunately, all
TLS extensions (including the SNI) are sent unencrypted and thus can be eavesdropped
by an adversary.
Gonzalez et al.[41] present a more extensive and architecural overview of the viable side-
channel leaks in HTTPS.

2.4 Sensitivity, precision and F1 score

Sensitivity and precision are measurements used in several domains of statistics. In this
thesis, we use these measurements to compare and analyze the behaviour of different fin-
gerprinting results where we try to predict which fingerprint belongs to a given traffic trace.
Sensitivity (also called recall or true positive rate) can be calculated by the following for-
mula:

TPR = TP/(TP + FN) (1)

Precision (also called positive predictive value) can be calculated using the following for-
mula:
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PPV = TP/(TP + FP) (2)

There are several accepted ways of defining what a true positive, false positive, true nega-
tive and false negative are. In the results of our own experiments and attacks 4, we define
the following measures:

- True positive (TP): Correctly predict that the intercepted traffic belongs to finger-
print A in a certain interval of time.

- False positive (FP): Incorrectly predict the intercepted traffic to be from fingerprint
A, while it is actually from fingerprint B.

- True negative (TN): N/A

- False negative (FN): Predict nothing while the intercepted traffic actually belongs to
fingerprint B.

True negatives are not useful in the context of our results because it would essentially mean
’correctly predict that the intercepted traffic does not belong to any fingerprint X’. Such
measure is especially utilized in closed world scenarios where they perform binary tests
whether or not their algorithm correctly predicts that dummy traffic does not belong to
their collection of fingerprints [52]. A clearer explanation can be found in the discussion
of the IUPTIS attack in section 4.9.
Ultimately, the F1 score (or F measure) provides us with a general view on how accurate
our results are. This measure can be seen as an harmonic mean of the sensitivity and
precision and is calculated using the following formula:

F1 =
2

1
TPR + 1

PPV

(3)

3 Profiling through fingerprinting methods

Standarized in 1996, HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 have been widely used in the World Wide
Web for requesting web content. Until 2000, communication over the HTTP protocol was

4Existing papers regarding fingerprinting often have slightly different ways of defining positives and
negatives
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sent in plaintext and could be intercepted by anyone with a MITM position. Thanks to
the standarization of HTTPS, half of all the websites on the internet use HTTPS. However
as of October 2017, 74% of Alexa’s top websites and only 61% (as of August 2017) of the
websites that provide health services in the Netherlands use HTTPS [39].
Its obvious that the impact of using vanilla HTTP is far more prevalent than any attack
on a HTTPS channel. Since we believe that the rise of HTTPS will eventually lead to a
more encrypted internet, we will focus this section on how leakages can be utilized to con-
struct fingerprinting methods in order to further socially profile users in a HTTPS-based
context. Additionally, in some cases, we also briefly discuss the possible impact on leak-
ages of HTTP websites that do not request or display sensitive data directly to the end user.

3.1 Webpage fingerprinting

Website or webpage fingerprinting (WFP) is a large part in the domain of traffic analysis.
The goal of WFP is to identify which website/webpage a victim is visiting over a protocol
that provides encryption of payload data (for instance, HTTPS or SSH). A considerable
amount of research has been done into identifying websites through encrypted tunnels
like VPNs or Tor [80, 81, 46, 64]. Most of that research is focused on generalised and
conceptual algorithms that work for a large variation of websites or webpages. Addition-
ally, the research is specifically focused on how to circumvent novel mitigations taken by
anonymization/hidden services like Tor, which (in turn) decreases the accuracy of these
attacks. However, within the scope of our thesis, we do not target users that use encrypted
tunnels on top of HTTPS. Therefore, we discuss a general overview of website fingerprint-
ing attacks but focus on simplified fingerprinting methods with high accuracy that can
predict websites or webpages over HTTPS usable for social profiling.

Early work from Cheng et al. [22] and Sun et al. [96] have shown that it is feasible to
fingerprint webpages over HTTPS by taking the size of web objects into account. Nonethe-
less, some of the assumptions provided in these works, such as one TCP connection per
web object, are not valid anymore in current modern browsers [81]. Liberatore et al. [61]
introduced the first use of classifiers to predict webpages over the SSL protocol. Based on
this preliminary work, Miller et al.[69] and Cai et al. [20] construct Hidden Markov mod-
els to utilize the link structure of a website in combination with supplementary features
such as the sizes and order of HTTPS web objects to predict the browsing path of the
end user. This is certainly useful for social profiling in small to medium sized websites.
Unfortunately, social media platforms (which are a large source of information for social
profiling) contain millions of webpages which makes these attacks infeasible in a closed
world scenario. Furthermore, the ability to fingerprint webpages over encrypted tunnels
such as SSH and Tor has been researched extensively [80, 64, 81, 46].
Recent work and currently a state-of-the-art technique to fingerprint HTTPS webpages
(originally developed for Tor hidden services) is k-fingerprinting developed by Hayes et al.
[45]. Their work extends the approach of Kwon et al. [58] and is also suitable over HTTPS.
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The classification of webpages is implemented using random forests and their experiment
produces a TPR of 87% with a world size of 7000 unmonitored HTTPS webpages and
55 monitored HTTPS webpages by using the ordering, timing and size of TCP packets
without the need to identify the actual web objects. However, due to the focus on Tor,
it is assumed that caching is turned off which is not common for an average user browser
session.
Several concepts from other fields in CS have been applied to develop new WFP attacks
such as P2V from Al-Naami et al.[11]. Furthermore, the longevity of fingerprints is an
important element in developing a robust attack. Shi et al.[92] fill that gap by identifying
webpages that undergo frequent modifications, utilizing Haar Wavelet transformations over
a VPN tunnel.
Nevertheless, defenses against WFP attacks have been designed to reduce or completely
nullify the precision and sensitivity of these experiments. Dyer et al.[33] evaluates different
methods to add padding to each packet in order to avoid the possibilty of selecting packet
size as a main feature. Specifically designed for HTTPS, Luo et al. [65] propose a defense
in the form of a client-side proxy which implements several countermeasures to make it
difficult for an adversary to use features such as timing, flow and size. Their defense uses
the HTTP Range header to request parts of the HTTP content multiple times instead of
requesting the entire content at once. Furthermore, it injects junk data to the content in
order to cover up the real traffic data. Additionally, HTTPOS modifies the MSS option in
the TCP protocol to limit the size of an outgoing TCP packet.
Countermeasures such as Camouflage proposed by Panchenko et al. [81] is a method to
confuse WFP attacks by randomly requesting existing dummy webpages during the request
of a legitimate webpage coordinated by the end user. Such mitigation has the advantage of
explicitly generating false positives and is generally easy to incorporate in existing client-
side proxies.
Other defenses are much more deceptive such as ”Traffic Morphing” proposed by Wright
et al. [109], where they provide a theoretical approach to transform the distribution of
packets of a traffic trace to another distribution in such manner that it resembles a differ-
ent webpage. More recently, Cai et al. [18] have extended the approach of Dyer et al. [33]
to devise a countermeasure called CS-BuFLO and subsequently the more efficient version
Tamaraw [19]. This defense transforms a stream of original TCP packets to a continuous
flow of fixed size packets to reduce the variance in timing and size of the original pack-
ets. Akin to the aforementioned defense, ’Walkie-Talkie’ is a similar approach proposed by
Wang et al. [105] where they greatly improve upon bandwidth and security by devising a
method that sends packets in short bursts and is currently regarded as a state-of-the-art
defense. Furthermore, an implementation of HTTP/2 with multiplexing enabled is able to
defeat WFP attacks that rely on the ability to identify web objects as demonstrated by
Morla [74] considering that it is then problematic to predict the size of each web object.
More recently, instead of manually selecting features to design WFP attacks, Rimmer et
al. [87] have developed a process that allows an adversary to automatically select features
using deep learning algorithms.
In table 1, we present a taxonomy of webpage fingerprinting attacks over HTTPS in the
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context of social media platforms. We have also added our own method which is discussed
extensively in section 4.

- Features: Main packet features used in the given method. The direction of packets
is included in all methods.

- Open world: WFP attacks that are validated by having 2 seperate classes, one
monitored and one unmonitored class of webpages [23]. The algorithm that performs
the prediction can distinguish between those 2 classes. If it predicts that the webpage
belongs to the monitored class, it can then also correctly predict which webpage from
the monitored class it belongs to. We call this ’complete’ when we can identify the
webpage out of all other unknown webpages, without creating a seperate class. To the
contrary, in a closed world scenario, we only have one class with all the fingerprinted
webpages. The assumption in this scenario is that we exclusively make predictions
with data that we know is coming from fingerprinted webpages/websites.

- Caching: This defines whether browser caching is enabled during the collection
of the traffic trace. In the context of HTTPS for normal use (e.g. consumers at
home), caching is generally enabled to improve performance, resulting in a different
behaviour of data communication.

- Dynamic webpages: This defines whether the method is developed to cope with
dynamic webpages that undergo frequent changes. For instance, social media or news
platforms.

- Browser: ’Fixed’ means that the webpages in the traffic trace, are all generated by
a browser known to the attacker.

Table 1: Taxonomy of HTTPS webpage fingerprinting attacks in the context of social
platforms, viable today.

Method Features Open world Caching Dynamic webpages Browser

Di Martino et al. Size Complete Possible Possible Variable

Hayes et al. [45] Size,time Partial No No Fixed

Sun et al. [96] Size Partial No No Fixed

Miller et al. [69] Size Partial Possible ? Fixed

Shi et al. [92] Size,time No ? Possible ?

Al-Naami et al. [11] Size No No No Fixed

To conclude this section, we refer to an extensive and critical evaluation of the various
WFP attacks and their countermeasures published by Juarez et al. [52].
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3.2 Smartphone fingerprinting

Smartphone fingerprinting is a field in traffic analysis that has known an exponential rise of
popularity over the last few years. It is estimated that 2.5 billion people in the world have
a smartphone. These devices contain a massive amount of personal information about the
owner. The type of smartphone or the apps that are installed on a smartphone is therefore
valuable information for a malicious adversary.
Early work of Dai et al. [27] has (arguably) shown the need for traffic analysis on smart-
phones for network operators. In this work, they extract fingerprints from Android apps
that make use of the HTTP protocol and can then later identify these apps in a newly gen-
erated sample of network traffic. Later, Miskovic et al. [70] have extended this approach
by developing a more stable and self-learning variant.
Due to the steady increase in HTTPS, Taylor et al. [99] have proposed a new method
to identify apps in a stream of encrypted HTTPS traffic by extracting several statistical
features and then classify those to each app. In their practical experiment, they achieve
generally promising results with an accuracy of 39% and 30.4% for respectively a different
device and a different app version than the one used in the training stage. Higher F1
scores are achieved when utilizing the same device and app version. Unfortunately, their
method is only valid in a closed world scenario much like most of the previously discussed
website fingerprinting attacks. Mongkolluksamee et al. [73] also obtain large F1 scores
between 81% and 96% depending on the background traffic by training on packet size and
graphlets for an experiment performed on a small scale in a closed world scenario. Other
smartphone fingerprinting methods achieve similar results, albeit with different techniques
and scenarios [9, 95]. Most of these techniques perform poorly on different devices and app
versions, therefore limiting the use of these methods in practical situations.
On the other hand, identifying what actions a victim is performing in an app is a sensitive
leakage as well. Conti et al. [25] have developed a method using supervised learning that
identifies a limited set of actions on a small collection of predefined apps with an average
F1 score of 90% depending on the app, assuming that the device and app version do not
change. Saltaformaggio et al. [90] propose a method with a similar goal , although it
relaxes the assumption that the victim is using only a single wireless network (transient
connectivity). Fingerprinting methods that adhere to this property can be utilized in cel-
lular networks where it is likely that the victim is constantly repositioning himself.
Given that a large number of smartphone fingerprinting methods do not perform well on
changing scenarios such as having a different Android device or using different app versions,
the feasibility to conduct these attacks in realistic scenarios are inadequate and should be
explored in further research as shown by Taylor et al. [99].

3.3 Cross-origin fingerprinting

In section 2.1.2, we have discussed a method to identify the exact size of HTTPS requests
and responses by analyzing a network traffic trace. Such method is only useful in passive
traffic analysis, where we analyze what the victim is ’doing’ on the internet during normal
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behaviour (for instance, the IUPTIS attack discussed in section 4). A disadvantage for the
victim for such a passive MITM is the difficulty to detect if an adversary is present.
In contrast, there are also active traffic analysis techniques in which we deliberately let
the victim execute certain actions and then analyze the responses of those actions [100].
For instance, an adversary somehow injects Javascript code on a website and the victim’s
browser then executes the Javascript code when he is visiting the original website. The
execution of the code will result in HTTP requests and responses sent over the network
which can then be passively analyzed by holding a MITM position. Injecting Javascript
code can be done in numerous ways like for instance, advertisements, setting up malicious
websites, or website vulnerabilities like Cross Site Scripting (XSS) [78] and Clickjacking
[79]. The actions (in this case, HTTP(S) requests) are often sent to legitimate servers
(unrelated to the initially requested webpage). The HTTP responses that correspond to
these initial requests might contain personal information about the victim. These HTTP
requests are named ’cross-origin’ requests because they are from a different origin then the
original requested webpage.
A simplified example: lets assume the adversary is a social Wi-Fi provider and has setup
a webpage that victims have to visit before they can use the Internet. The browser of the
victim requests the malicious webpage and inside the webpage, there is Javascript code
that requests the url ’myProfile.html’ of a social media platform. The cross-origin request
is sent over the Internet to the social media platform (SMP), then the SMP sends a re-
sponse and finally, it reaches the victim’s browser. If the victim is currently logged in to
the SMP, then the cookies of the victim that are linked to the SMP are also sent together
with the request. As a result, the SMP response (which is sent over the network) will
contain the personal webpage ’myprofile.html’ of the victim.
It is clear that allowing these cross-origin requests is a risky endeavour. Fortunately, cross-
origin requests can be blocked by using the Same Origin Policy [89] or can be partially
allowed by the HTTP header ’Access-Control-Allow-Origin’. In the past, many developers
have tried to circumvent these defenses using several techniques [2].
However, the Fetch API 5 allows any webpage to perform ’cross-origin’ requests with lim-
ited functionality. Using the Fetch API, an adversary cannot access the HTTP response
received by the SMP, but can only know when the response was received.
A high level overview of this concept is shown in the figure below:

5Introduced by Mozilla. Implemented since Firefox 39 ,Chrome 42 and Edge 14
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Figure 4: Fingerprinting with cross-origin requests

Van Goethem et al. [100] have proposed several methods to fingerprint a victim using such
cross-origin requests in a social media context. In their Request and Conquer attack, they
show that cross-origin requests can be identified and analyzed with a MITM position, in
several protocols (among other things: HTTP2 over TLS, HTTP over TLS and WPA2).
In their provided example, they (cross-origin) request 5 personal webpages from the social
media platform ’Twitter’ and based on the length of the corresponding responses, they
predict the name of the victim that is logged in. A theoretical accuracy of 97.62% is re-
ported for 500 000 fingerprinted Twitter profiles. Despite the high viability and interesting
concept of the attack, they did not discuss the practical implications that arise when ex-
ecuting this attack in a realistic scenario. First of all, the requested personal webpages
(HTML files) which are among other things, the ’following’, ’likes’ and ’followers’ list are
very dynamic in content and can change substantially over time, because each victim can
modify parts of these pages by following or unfollowing other users. Even if the victim does
not modify anything, the HTTP response can still have additional headers (for instance,
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X-Response-Time) or modified HTML code that will influence the total length of the page
content. As a consequence, if the adversary is not using the latest fingerprints for each
user or if one of the users in the ’follower’ list or ’following’ list change their biography, the
fingerprinted sizes do not exactly match the extracted cross-origin sizes. Furthermore, we
have found out that if the victim is using Firefox Quantum and a TCP connection is al-
ready established between the targeted website (for instance,in another tab), the webpage
requested by the Fetch API will go through the existing TCP connection. This compli-
cates the problem of predicting the exact length of the HTTP response, especially when
the HTTP/2 protocol is used. We only observed this behaviour in Firefox Quantum. As
of December 2017, Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge do not exhibit this behaviour.
Nevertheless, a working defense mentioned by the same researchers are ’Same-Site’ cookies.
This type of cookies are prevented from being sent in cross-origin requests which makes
the requested webpages look like if the victim is currently not logged in to the SMP. Un-
fortunately, as of November 2017, this functionality has not been implemented yet by Edge
and Safari.

3.4 Social media profiling

Social media is without a doubt a large part of modern communications nowadays. Online
business use social media to increase their sales [44] and even has a global influence on
society as a whole [37]. Users often input personal information into their social media plat-
form for the gain of social interactions or other advantages (e.g. winning prizes). However,
research has shown that many social media users are unaware or at least oblivious to the
fact that their personal information is used for other goals as well (e.g. predicting health
conditions, forensics, ...) [40] [34].
In the case of stalking or forensics, there is a large collection of online tools that combine
public available data to construct meaningful information about the behaviour or interest
of a user [63] [54]. Even in job recruitments, there are controversial tools like Klout that
are used to assess social influences that candidates might have [68].
For advertising, social media platforms often offer unique systems for advertisers in which
they can target very specific groups of users in order to maximize their market reach.
Nevertheless, in most of the cases, the data is extracted and processed from information
that is given by the users themselves, which is often preceded by agreeing to some privacy
terms.
In addition to the voluntarily shared information, there have been a dozen of data breaches
in which personal information of thousands or even millions of users have been leaked. Most
breaches are a consequence of web vulnerabilities like for example SQL injections, local file
inclusions and remote code executions [13]. Websites like ’Have I Been Pwned’ collect these
leaked databases and can show victims if their personal information have been leaked by
any of the data breaches [49]. Such websites can be used by adversaries as well. For
instance, an adversary can input any email address and check whether or not the email
is leaked in one of the data breaches. Even though at first sight, the website only shows
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whether or not the email has been leaked, it also provides these leaked databases free of
charge for ’educational’ purposes.
As a consequence of all this, social media platforms have shown that their current defenses
are not sufficiently strong enough to protect the privacy of their users in a never ending
battle.

3.4.1 Bug Bounty Programs

As web vulnerabilities are exploited more and more , the consequences discussed above
have a serious impact on the privacy of Internet (especially social media) users. Initially
invented by Netscape in 1996 [24] and popularized by web plaforms in the late 2000’s, bug
bounty programs (BBPs) are initiatives that allow external IT savy users to report web
vulnerabilities to the appropriate vendor and in return, they get recognition or monetary
rewards.
The main advantage for vendors that introduce BBPs is that they can find and fix vulner-
abilities much more cost effective than using internal security engineers or researchers with
the end goal of reducing data breaches. On the other side, BBP participators are happy
with the recognition or substantial monetary rewards [15] and on top of that, their skillset
is trained by finding such vulnerabilities. Very little research has been done into analyzing
the impact on data breaches or even BBPs as a whole.
Many social media platforms have introduced individual bug bounty programs: Facebook,
Twitter, Twitch, Google+, Yammer, etc ... . From 2011 to 2016, Facebook has paid more
than $5 million to a total of 900 participators [3]. Even much smaller companies that solely
offer recognition by using a Hall Of Fame are having a significant amount of participators
(for instance, Soundcloud has listed 116 participators since 2012 [4]).
However, without a doubt, managing a BBP takes a lot of work. In response, companies
like Bugcrowd[17] have introduced platforms where individual companies can manage their
BBP more easily and more cost-effective. Additionally, there are companies that manage
private BBPs in order to limit the program to a more qualified group of participators [97].
It is clear that BBPs are popular among most modern tech companies. Unfortunately,
implementing such open initiatives brings implications with tracking reports, paying out
rewards and researching the reported vulnerabilities [111]. For instance, of all vulnerabiliy
reports that Facebook receives, only 4% are valid. With BBP managing companies like
Bugcrowd, 18.5% of the reports are valid [111]. Laszka et al. show that many of the invalid
reports are either a misunderstanding of the current scope of accepted vulnerabilities or
the inexperience of some participators [59]. These invalid reports can be a risk when a
participator cannot clearly explain the vulnerability as shown in [88], where a participa-
tor fails to disclose the vulnerability correctly and then tries to exploit the vulnerability
publically to get the attention of the company. Laszka et al [59] also propose a theoretical
model to help reducing the amount of invalid vulnerability reports which in turn, greatly
decreases the cost of maintaining such program.
Finally, another disadvantage are malicious participators. These participators view a BBP
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as a free legal entrance to conduct malicious activities [29]. It is clear that many current
BBPs need an improved concept in order to better safeguard the security systems of the
company and most importantly, protect the information of the SMP users.

4 IUPTIS: Identifying User Profiles Through Image

Sequences

In section 3.1, we have discussed state-of-the-art techniques to fingerprint webpages over
HTTPS. Unfortunately, in the context of social profiling, none of these attacks can be
utilized to accurately predict URL’s over HTTPS in a realistic scenario, such as one where
the browser is unknown and caching is enabled. Many researchers also argued that (even
outside social profiling), most attacks are infeasible to conduct in a real world due to the
closed world scenario and the lack of background traffic [23, 80].
To close this gap in state-of-the-art techniques, we propose a novel method to identify
profile webpages in the form of URL’s based on analyzing a network trace intercepted by
a passive MITM.

4.1 Adversary Model

In the interest of a practical and reliable WFP attack, we would like to lay out some
assumptions that are made:

• The adversary has a network traffic trace from the end user during the period in
which they navigated to the webpage profile. Such traffic trace can be extracted
with any passive MITM attack.

• The communication between the targeted online platform and the end user is handled
by the HTTP/1.0 or HTTP/1.1 protocol encapsulated in TLS records. In other
words, the end user is visiting the profile webpage over the HTTPS protocol.

• Each individual profile page may be accessed by an individual URL where distinctive
and unique images are the main source of information on the webpage of that profile.
A profile is associated with a person (e.g. social network pages) or unique entity
(e.g. hotel pages). The images on each webpage profile have to be large enough (>
8 Kb) and usually larger than other resources (for instance, stylesheets) on the same
webpage, to achieve acceptable results.

• The headers of the TCP and IP layer of the traffic trace are not encrypted and thus
may be analyzed by the adversary.

Adversaries that adhere to these assumptions come in many forms. Social Wi-Fi providers
and government agencies may essentially hold a MITM position and can therefore apply
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these techniques for respectively personalised advertisements and surveillance. Moreover,
the introduction of WiFi4EU [106] will boost the number of accessible Wi-Fi access points
and in turn, increase the attack surface to perform MITM attacks. In a similar fashion,
social networks such as Facebook may provide VPN tools like Onavo [82] that still have
access to HTTPS payloads with the ability to correlate the data with their own collection
of online profiles.

4.2 Fingerprinting Images

Profile pages often contain several images that are uploaded by the owner of the page.
These images are often the largest part of the page content and are most likely unique
over the whole platform. The uniqueness of these images is very convenient to select as a
feature for WFP attacks. When visiting such a profile page in a browser over HTTPS, the
images will be downloaded in several TCP connections. As we are using HTTP over TLS,
the actual content of the images is encrypted and thus not visible. However, the complete
HTTP request and response sizes are not encrypted and can therefore be calculated easily
[64, 22].
Extracting the absolute raw size of each image contained in a HTTP response is not trivial
due to the addition of HTTP headers, which are often dynamic in length. HTTP headers
are the largest overhead in size that we have to eliminate in order to get the absolute size
of each image. However, it is possible to deterministically model the appearance of these
headers in each request or response. For each image contained in a HTTP response, we
formulate the following equation that defines the total size of such HTTP response:

Respx = wresp + presp + iresp (4)

Here, wresp is the length of all HTTP headers (including the corresponding values) that
are dependent on the webserver that issues the response to the browser. For instance, the
header ”Accept-Language” or ”Server” is always added by the webserver (online platform)
independent of the image that is requested or the browser that is used. Considering that
we are targeting a specific webserver and leave out the presence of a Content Distribution
Network (CDN) in the middle, the value of wresp can be calculated easily.
presp is the length of all HTTP headers (including the corresponding values) that depend
on the image requested. For instance, the ”Content-Type” and ”Content-Length” header
can be different for each image requested from a given webserver and is independent of the
browser that is used
iresp is the length of the complete HTTP response body. In our case, this only contains the
raw data of the image requested.
In a similar fashion, we also formulate an equation that defines the total size of HTTP
request of a web object image:

Reqx = preq + breq (5)

Similar to the response, the variable preq is the total length of all HTTP headers that are
dependent of each requested image. Examples are the GET path in the first request line
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and the ”Referrer” header.
breq is the length of all HTTP headers (including the corresponding values) that are de-
pendent on the browser that issues the request. For instance, the ”DNT” or ”User-Agent”
may be different for each browser.
Since we would like to fingerprint webpage profiles based on the images that they contain,
we have to determine the total size for each image. Then, based on the calculated values,
we use the collection of all the images contained in a profile page to construct a fingerprint
for the whole profile webpage.
We will extract the fingerprint of an image from the corresponding HTTP request and
response sizes as follows:

Imgy = (preq,Respx) (6)

To construct our fingerprint database for this preprocessing stage, we develop a fingerprint
for each profile webpage x with n images where the approach is similar to Lu et al.[64]
ordered sequence:

Profilez = 〈(Img0, Img1, . . . , Imgn−1, Imgn)〉 (7)

A practical consideration that arises is the fact that the variable breq is unknown and is
most likely to be different for various browsers. It is therefore necessary to either figure
out the browser that the end user is utilizing in order to estimate the variable [50, 21] or
to set the variable breq to a fixed size. The latter option will result in a trade-off with a
lower precision of the WFP attack as we will show in Sect. 6. Likewise, wresp may be hard
to predict due to the variation of this variable within the same browser. More specifically,
the usage of a CDN may introduce HTTP headers with irregular sizes, usually dependent
on whether or not the requested image has been cached by the CDN. A possible solution
for this concern is provided in Sect. 4.6.1 where we employ a single dimensional clustering
method called ’Jenks optimization method’.

4.3 Constructing a Request/Response List

In order to build an ordered list of sizes that correspond to the HTTP requests and re-
sponses in our intercepted traffic trace, we have to utilize a practical approach to transform
a raw network traffic trace to such list that we call a Request/response list (RRL).
A request/response list of length n is an ordered list that contains the timestamp of each
HTTP request (Tn), the size of each HTTP request and HTTP response associated with a
web object image:

RRL = 〈(R0, R1, . . . , Rn−1, Rn)〉 (8)

Rn = 〈(Tn,Reqn,Respn)〉 (9)

When the end user navigates to a profile webpage, several TCP connections to the web-
server will download the resources located on that particular webpage. These resources
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consist of images, stylesheets, source files, etc. . . . Due to the encryption provided by
HTTPS, an adversary cannot trivially identify the responses that contain images. There-
fore, similar to the approach of Lu et al. [64], we use the fair assumption that images are
usually larger in size than other resources and filter out all other resources that are below
a fixed threshold. Depending on the targeted platform, this threshold is usually set to a
value between 5Kb and 10Kb.

4.4 Building a Profile Prediction List

At this stage, we have collected the necessary image and profile fingerprints and have con-
structed a RRL based on the intercepted traffic trace.
Subsequently, we evaluate whether each Rx in our RRL matches one or more image fin-
gerprints Imgy of any Profilez where x, y and z define any element. Given Rx, Imgy and
Profilez:

Rx = 〈(Tx,Reqx,Respx)〉 (10)

Profilez = 〈. . . , Imgy, . . . 〉 (11)

Imgy = (preq,Respy) (12)

The matching is performed i.f.f. the following equations hold:

Reqx ∈ [(preq + breq)− πreq, (preq + breq) + πreq] (13)

Respx ∈ [Respy − πresp,Respy + πresp] (14)

In the equation above, we perform the matching if the request and response sizes lie within
an interval defined by 2 newly introduced parameters, πreq and πresp. Both parameters are
defined as the statistical variance for respectively the request and response size and should
be chosen with the intended platform and browser in mind. If the specific browser that is
employed is known (for instance by extracting the User-Agent header from an unencrypted
HTTP request), breq can be calculated to be very accurate and thus requires a low πreq.
Similarly, πresp depends on the accuracy of bresp. In the experiments discussed in Sect. 6,
we show that a large πreq and πresp are still sufficiently robust enough to achieve favorable
results.

Each match will construct a P which is then appended to the Profile Prediction List
(PPL). All elements in the PPL are chronologically ordered based on the timestamp T of
the matched RRL element. The PPL is constructed as a 2D array with variable size in the
second dimension. The first dimension defines each matched RRL element (ordered by the
timestamp) and the second dimension defines the error images from a given profile that
are assigned to each matched RRL element (equation (20)):
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PPL[0] = 〈P 0
0 , P

0
1 , P

0
2 , . . . 〉 (15)

PPL[1] = 〈P 1
0 , P

1
1 , P

1
2 , . . . 〉 (16)

PPL[. . . ] = 〈P ...
0 , P

...
1 , P

...
2 , . . . 〉 (17)

PPL[n− 1] = 〈P n−1
0 , P n−1

1 , P n−1
2 , . . . 〉 (18)

PPL[n] = 〈P n
0 , P

n
1 , P

n
2 , . . . 〉 (19)

We construct P h
g as follows:

P h
g = 〈profileName, εreq, εresp〉 (20)

εreq = Reqx − (preq + breq) (21)

εresp = Respx − (presp + iresp + wresp) (22)

In other words, we create a new object Pg identifiable by the profile name that contains the
error (difference) between the request/response size and the corresponding fingerprinted
image of that profile.

4.5 Finding a Valid Profile Sequence

After the creation of our PPL, we attempt to identify an uninterrupted sequence with length
Φ in the PPL starting at any X such that PPL[X],PPL[X+1],PPL[X+ . . . ],PPL[X+Φ] in
the sequence have respectively a PX ,PX+1,PX+...,PX+Φ such that they all have the same
profileNameq:

PX ∈ PPL[X] (23)

PX+1 ∈ PPL[X + 1] (24)

PX+... ∈ PPL[X + . . . ] (25)

PX+Φ ∈ PPL[X + Φ] (26)

profileNameq ∈ (PX ∩ PX+1 ∩ PX+... ∩ PX+Φ) (27)

In other words, we have found a valid profile sequence if Φ request and responses in a row
are all matched to a fingerprinted image of the same Profilez. Multiple profile sequences
may obviously exist. We say that PX ,PX+1,PX+... and PX+Φ form a valid sequence for
profileNameq.
The introduction of the parameter Φ defines a balance between browser caching and re-
sulting precision and sensitivity. Φ is defined as the minimum streak of HTTP responses in
sequence that can possibly belong to the same specific profile. When choosing this value,
it is useful to look at the number of images that are exposed on each individual webpage.
A large value for Φ will have a more accurate prediction but might reduce the effectiveness
of the attack. For instance, if a profile webpage only has 2 images, then a Φ below 3 is
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necessary to identify that particular webpage. More importantly, the parameter is also
utilized to reduce the impact of browser cached images. For instance, if the end user is
visiting the webpage of Profilez which has 10 images where 5 of those are already cached
by the browser, we can still set Φ to a value below 6 in order to succesfully find a valid
sequence.

4.6 Evaluating a Profile Sequence

For a small collection of image fingerprints, the resulting profile sequences are already a
valuable prediction. However, this is insufficient for larger collections of fingerprints due to
the fact that there might be multiple profiles that match to the same sequence. Therefore,
we have to measure how similar each element in the profile sequence is, by calculating the
standard deviation σreq and σresp over all εreq and εresp in the valid sequence. Afterwards,
we evaluate whether or not the standard deviations are below a threshold Hreq and Hresp.
(both thresholds are fixed for each online platform). If both deviations are below the
threshold, we say that the profile sequence is complete and we then formulate a prediction
that the end user has navigated to the corresponding webpage of profileName. For instance,
assume we have Φ profiles in our valid sequence – P1, P2 , P..., PΦ−1 and PΦ:

µreq =

Φ∑
i=1

εreq(Pi)

Φ
and µresp =

Φ∑
i=1

εresp(Pi)

Φ
(28)

σreq =

√√√√√ Φ∑
i=1

(εreq(Pi)− µreq)2

Φ
(29)

σresp =

√√√√√ Φ∑
i=1

(εresp(Pi)− µresp)2

Φ
(30)

4.6.1 Jenks optimization method

Determining the standard deviations and then comparing it to a predefined threshold is
relatively robust considering that breq and wresp remains constant over all images of the
same profile. Although, the presence of a CDN will essentially break that assumption
by appending additional proprietary HTTP headers such as ’X-Cache’ or ’X-Amz-Cf-Id’,
when the requested image was cached by a CDN server.
In the interest of distinguishing cached images from uncached images or at least reduce
the effect on the standard deviations, we employ the Jenks optimization method. This
optimization method (also known as ’Goodness of Variance Fit ’) clusters a 1D array of
numbers into several classes with minimal average deviation from each class mean.
For our IUPTIS attack, all εresp of each P h

g (Eq. 20) in a valid sequence will be clustered
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into 2 classes (CDN-cached and uncached images). The integration of this method happens
immediately after finding a valid sequence. Following the clustering, we compute σreq and
σresp for each class, which makes a total of 4 standard deviations. However, if one of the
calculated classes only contain 1 element, we will have to assume that the single element
is a false positive and therefore, fallback to the original method of computing the standard
deviations for the whole sequence.

4.7 Recap

Our IUPTIS method (Fig. 6) is composed of the following steps:

1. Intercept a network traffic trace from the end user.

2. Establish the collection of fingerprints by extracting the fingerprints of each targeted
profile (Sect. 4.2).

3. Build an ordered Request/Response list (RRL) from the raw traffic trace as discussed
(Sect. 4.3).

4. Construct a Profile Prediction List (PPL) by matching the elements from the RRL
to one or multiple image fingerprints (Imgx).

5. Find a sequence of Φ elements in the PPL that all contain at least one image from
the same Profiley (Sect. 4.5)

6. Evaluate the formed sequence by our IUPTIS algorithm which decides whether or
not the sequence is classified as a valid profile prediction (Sect. 4.6).

Each attack is executed with the following tuneable parameters:

• breq: Expected size of data in a request dependent on the browser.

• Hreq, Hresp: The threshold of the maximum standard deviation for respectively, the
requests and responses. Both parameters are fixed for each online platform.

• useJenks: Whether or not the Jenks optimization method is applied.

• Φ: Minimum matching sequence or streak of images.

• πreq, πresp: Request and response bias that allows matching to an image fingerprint.

The ideal combination of parameters depends on the adversary model, such as whether he
wants to allow browser caching or a high precision in trade for a lower sensitivity. Possible
combinations are provided in Sect. 6.
In figure 5, we show an example of the IUPTIS method consisting of the first 5 steps.
Starting from the bottom, the actual images are downloaded by the browser. This results
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into a request and response, each with a specific size. Subsequently, the PPL is constructed
by matching the request and responses to one or more profiles from our fingerprinting
database. Then, we find an uninterrupted sequence of at least length Φ, which is ’Profile
C’ in our case. Finally, the sequence is evaluated to be fit for a valid profile prediction.

PPL

RRL [Req,resp] [120,12510] [122,41578] [120,32669] [121,38112]

- Profile D
- Profile E

- Profile B
- Profile C

- Profile C
- Profile D

- Profile A
- Profile C
- Profile F

Profile Sequence - Profile D
- Profile E

- Profile B
- Profile C

- Profile C
- Profile D

- Profile A
- Profile C
- Profile F

Valid sequence for Profile C

Start time End time

Actual image

Evaluate sequence for Profile C

Figure 5: Visual overview of the first 5 steps of the IUPTIS method. Assume Φ is 3 and
our fingerprint database consists of Profile A to Profile G.
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Construct PPL (4) Index

0 P₀ P₁ P₂

1 P₀ P₁

2 P₀ P₁ P₂ P3

3 P₀ P₁ P₂ ...

4 P₀

... ... ... .. ..

Find sequence (5)

Evaluate sequence (6) Make prediction 
‘Bob’

Figure 6: Visual overview of the IUPTIS method

4.8 Practical considerations

4.8.1 Fine-tuning parameters

When choosing the value Φ, it is useful to look at the number of images that are shown on
each individual webpage. E.g. when using the Instagram Android app, it shows 9 images
for each profile. As a result, Φ cannot be larger than 9. A high value Φ will have a more
accurate prediction but might reduce the effectiveness of the algorithm. E.g. if a social
media page from a specific user only has 2 images, then a Φ below 3 is necessary to identify
the profile.
Individual social media pages often show individual images in the chronological order in
which they are uploaded by the user. If we assume that all X individual images from a
profile are cached by the browser before the start of our victims traffic trace (which means
that we cannot match the HTTP response to an image) and another Y new images are
uploaded by the user, then these Y new images are downloaded in sequence at the end
or the start of the X cached images when navigating to the webpage of this profile. As a
result, we can still find a valid sequence in our PPL if Φ is smaller or equal than Y .
So we conclude that in an ideal scenario, the user starts a fresh browser session to clear the
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cache at the beginning of the trace, but it is in no circumstances necessary to perform the
attack. If there are a sufficient number of images on the webpage, then browser caching
will only slightly affect the effectiveness of the method as we will show in our experiment
at section 6.1.
π1 and π2 define an upper and lower bound of variance that indicates whether or not a
Profilex can be assigned to a specific R/R pair. If π would be set to +∞, we would have
to calculate the σ for every possible combination of fingerprinted and received request/re-
sponse pair, which is of course infeasible.
Finally, Hreq is used to filter out predictions where the corresponding HTTP requests are
too different in length. Hresp does the same for the corresponding HTTP responses. We use
the standard deviation with the logic that the length of HTTP headers when requesting
images or responding with the content of images, do not differ greatly for a given webserver.
Both boundaries are an important trade-off between many predictions with low accuracy
and none to little predictions with high accuracy.
Despite the strict assumptions, there are a considerable number of social media platforms
and general online platforms vulnerable to this attack. We have succesfully experimented
with the following platforms: Pinterest, We Heart It, DeviantArt, Hotels.com, Instagram
(non HTTP/2 support) and Pornhub. Our attack is also applicable on some video stream-
ing websites due to the thumbnails images generated from videos. In light of the last
platform mentioned, this can result into predicting the sexual orientation or preference of
the victim.

4.8.2 Predicting HTTPS requests/responses

With the goal of performing our IUPTIS attack in mind, we discuss a variety of methods
to predict the length of HTTP requests and responses to images from Content Distribution
Networks (CDN), often deployed on social media platforms and online travel platforms.
We will use DeviantArt and Hotels.com as an example, but our method can be used for
any online platform that complies to our attacker model.

When a user navigates to a webpage, the browser will open multiple TCP connections in
parallel to download the resources (e.g. images) requested by the webpage. The resources
are often downloaded using HTTP requests to CDNs. An example of such resource can be
observed in B.1.
In addition to the known headers like ’Host’ or ’Content-Length’, other headers are depen-
dent on the browser that is used and the CDN that handles the requests. As a result, each
HTTP request or response for a specific resource can be different depending on various
factors. Our goal is to predict the length of such HTTP request and response in order to
use this information to improve our IUPTIS attack.
First, we discuss HTTP headers that are often used to request images:

- HTTP Status: If an image has been downloaded succesfully, the status code will be
200 (HTTP/1.1 200 OK). As a result, this value is usually fixed in length.
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- Host: This is the domain of the server where we request the image from. The length
of this value varies depending on the targeted server. In the DeviantArt experiment,
the length usually varies 2 to 3 bytes.

- Accept,Accept-Encoding: Most of the time, the ’Accept’ value is set to ’*/*’. The
’Accept-Encoding’ value will depend on the language that the browser is set to. The
abbreviation of the country is added which is always 2 bytes in length. This value is
usually fixed in length.

- GET url: Most url’s that request an image from CDNs have a rather static length.
On some social media platforms (e.g. DeviantArt), the name of the image is added
to the URL (which we know beforehand). Most hashes that are added are usually
fixed in length. In our DeviantArt experiment, we observed a 3 to 6 byte difference
in length for a specific image. To the contrary, in the Hotels.com experiment, search
queries will add many GET parameters to the URL resulting into a very large range
of possible lengths.

- Referrer: We usually know from which webpage the resource is requested. In our
DeviantArt experiment, this is ’[USER].deviantart.com/gallery’. As such, the length
can be predicted easily. However, in our Hotels.com experiment, there are several
GET parameters added to this URL. This makes it difficult to calculate the average
length.

- Connection-type: Most modern browsers open TCP connections and download mul-
tiple images in each connection. In order to do this, this value should be set to
’keep-alive’.

- User-Agent: This value is the bottleneck of our prediction. Fortunately, fingerprinting
a browser or User-Agent header is well researched [50] [76] [21] and is usually predicted
by analyzing the communication between browser/device and server. Another simple
solution is to extract a User-Agent header from an unencrypted connection to a
webserver (which still happens very often). It is however important to note that the
User-Agent is usually the same for each combination of browser and device. Once
we get the User-Agent from a specific browser version/device, we can then use this
value forever.

As shown above, the length of a HTTP request in our scenario can be calculated fairly
accurate. Except from the GET and Referrer url, all other headers are usually dependent
on the browser and not on the specific profile that is requested. On top of the headers
discussed, there might be other headers that are added by specific browsers (e.g. DNT).
These headers are usually fixed in length and can often be linked to the User-Agent of the
request.
Next, we discuss HTTP responses that contain the image that is requested by the browser:
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- Content-type: The content type is usually the same type as the file extension (which
we know beforehand). E.g. images with the extension ’.jpg’ have content-type ’im-
age/jpeg’.

- Content-length: This value is the total size of the image that we have requested
(which is known beforehand). For our fingerprinting process, we can even send a
HTTP HEAD to extract the content-length without downloading the complete image.

- Connection-type: Same explanation as in the HTTP request.

- Date: The date is always fixed in size.

- Cache-Control: This value depends on the server handling the request. In the sce-
narios we encountered, we discovered that the length of this value is the same for
each image on a given webserver.

- Expires: If this header is added to a response (which depends on the targeted server),
this is usually consistent and also has the same length as the ’Date’ header.

- X-Cache: Specifically used by CDs (non-standard HTTP), this response header de-
pends on the CDN handling the initial request. Depending on whether or not an
image is cached, this header has a different value. E.g. DeviantArt uses Cloud-
Front, which means that the header will be either ’Miss from cloudfront’ or ’Hit from
cloudfront’.

- Age: This header is added if the image is found in the cache of the corresponding
CDN. In other words, the addition of this header and its corresponding value depends
on the ’X-Cache’ header. The length of this header is hard to predict. In the
DeviantArt example, we combine this header with the length of the ’X-Cache’ header
and take the average of the total length.
This header can be also found in responses that go through a proxy, which further
complicates the prediction.

- Via: This header is often added by CDNs. Fortunately, the length of this value is
rather fixed.

- X-Amz-Cf-Id: This value is usually fixed in length and is used by Amazon’s Cloud-
front. Similar headers can be added by other CDN’s.

- E-tag: Used by web caches (or CDNs) which allow conditional requests. This value
is usually fixed in length, but can also be variable for CDNs of for instance, Akamai.
The average length of this header is preferred to be used.

It is clear that most headers greatly depend on the server (often a CDN) handling the
request. Despite the dependencies, we can still predict the length of such responses to a
certain extent. Furthermore, it is important that we predict this length as accurate as
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possible in order to reduce false positives in our IUPTIS attack.
Using this technique, it is almost impossible to perfectly predict the length of such HTTP
request or response. This is why we introduce a lower and upper bound variance (π1 and
π2) in our IUPTIS attack, to construct an interval where the length of the actual HTTP re-
quest/response is an element of that interval. The value of these bounds will mostly depend
on how accurate we can predict our length. If we know the exact value of the User-Agent
header (which has a big influence on the length), we can provide a small bound resulting
in more accurate predictions and a better performance when running our algorithm. In
cases where the User-Agent header is not known at all, we can provide a large bound with
which we can still perform our attack in exchange for a lower accuracy and performance.

Lastly, we assume that each HTTP request and response is sent using a fresh browser
session so that the browser cache is empty. In the context of our IUPTIS attack, it is im-
portant to know that we match images that are uploaded by users. Our attack only works
for images that are downloaded the first time in a browser session because afterwards,
cache headers are added which will vary the length of the HTTP requests. The HTTP
response will in this case only contain the headers since the actual image data is presumed
to be cached by the browser. In most SMPs, we cannot change uploaded images directly
which means that the images will stay in the cache until the browser or victim decides to
clear it. Despite the inaccurate prediction of cached images in this scenario, we can still
predict new images that are uploaded by the user.

4.8.3 Modelling CDN cache behaviour

In the previous section, we have discussed that some response headers that are used by
CDNs are unpredictable in length. Usually, the difference in length is small but in some
occasions, the total response length can fluctuate strongly. As a result, the calculated
standard deviations will be too high to allow adding a profile to the profile prediction list
(PPL). This primarily introduces false negatives as shown in the example below:

Assume we have an array with the differences of the fingerprinted and received responses
from a given profile with Φ = 5, Hresp = 1.5 and σreq = 0 :

(
4 19 20 5 4

)
Calculating the standard deviation gives us: 7.4 (bytes).
Such σ is often too high to be accepted as a valid profile prediction. Consequently, the
valid sequence of images will be skipped and a false negative is introduced. Obviously, the
σ is large due to the second and third element being very different in size. The current
IUPTIS method is unaware that the second and third element are actually CDN-cached
images which explains the large difference in size. Therefore, for a given sequence of images,
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we have to find a method to know which elements in that sequence correspond to cached
images 6. If such method exists, we can calculate the standard deviation (σ) seperately.
One for all cached images and another one for all uncached images. Both σ’s have to be
below boundary Hresp in order to be accepted in the Profile Prediction List.
In exchangefor a slight decrease in performance, we propose a solution to reduce the effect
of interleaved CDN-cached and uncached images, using Jenks natural break algorithm.
The JenksNB algorithm clusters an 1D array of numbers into several classes with minimal
average deviation from each class mean. This clustering method is faster than multivariate
clustering methods such as k-means used in k-fingerprinting [45]. In our scenario, we can
integrate this method in step 6 of our IUPTIS attack. For our attack, only 2 classes are
needed (cached and uncached images).
Returning to the example, we can first use the JenksNB method to split our array into 2
classes:

(
4 19 20 5 4

)
Class 1:

(
4 4 5

)
Class 2:

(
19 20

)
Calculating the σ for both classes gives us respectively, 0.47 and 0.5.
The σ’s are significantly lower. A usual boundary Hresp will be well above both σ’s, result-
ing into a valid profile prediction.
However, side effects arise when an unrelated image is added to the array. Consider the
array below with Φ = 4, Hresp = 1.5 and σreq = 0 :

(
−2 −4 −3 80

)
Class 1:

(
−2 −3 −4

)
Class 2:

(
80
)

Without JenksNB and Φ = 4 , the profile would be not added to the PPL due to a high σ.
With JenksNB, the σ’s are respectively 0.66 and 0. Both σ’s are within the boundary
Hresp and thus will be added to the Profile Prediction List. Class 2 has an element with
difference 80, this is not a cached image but is actually a false positive for that particular
image. It is of course ambiguous to know if an image is cached or simply a false positive.
If the Jenks method splits the array into a class with 1 element, the actual result will be
the same as if Φ will be lowered with 1. Indeed, a sequence of 3 valid images is found while
the 4th image is unrelated.
Such unwanted behaviour can be partially solved by only using JenksNB if each class has

6Not to be confused with browser cached images.
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at least 2 elements. Otherwise, we use the original method of calculating one σ for the
whole array.
The astute reader might notice that an array such as:

(
−2 −4 −3 80 81

)
Class 1:

(
−2 −3 −4

)
Class 2:

(
80 81

)

will result into a false positive. It is however important to know that the chance of getting
such array is significantly smaller than the previous array. Statistically, it is hard to get 2
false positives (80 and 81) for a particular image where they are both close to each other.
We will empirically prove the effectiveness of our proposed solution in the Hotels.com
experiment in section 6.2.

4.9 Comparison to State-of-the-art Techniques

Our attack differs from state-of-the-art techniques like k-fingerprinting (k-FP) [45] and the
method proposed by Miller et al. [69], in the idea that we specifically target a subset
of online platforms, and decouple browser caching and dynamic webpages by introducing
several parameters that can be fine-tuned according to the demands of an adversary. In
comparison to machine learning (ML) attacks [80, 81, 45] where we have to collect several
traces from page loads, our fingerprinting stage only requires one page load for each profile.
Numerous strong assumptions made in state-of-the-art methods are relaxed or completely
removed in our IUPTIS attack [52]. For instance, the ability to perform our attack on
different browsers and devices, without the need to collect session traces from each one
individually, is an approach that is rarely proposed. Moreover as we will demonstrate in
the experiments, our attack does not assume that we know the end and the beginning of
a page load in a given trace, which is shown to be difficult to predict [26, 52]. Although
due to such valuable properties, our attack is only applicable over TLS and thus it does
not support anonymization services such as Tor. On the other hand, disadvantages of our
attack can be found when applying mitigations. Due to the rather deterministic nature of
our algorithm, existing defenses can be very effective to mitigate our attack as discussed
in Sect. 7. Current state-of-the-art techniques are more resistant against defenses such as
padding and have even defeated more advanced defenses such as HTTPOS, CS-BufLo or
Tamaraw [45, 20, 53, 19]. Although, as presented in the taxonomy published by Miller et
al. [69], most of these WFP methods need to fingerprint unmonitored webpages to make
it feasible in an open world scenario [23, 52] and almost all WFP attacks require browser
caching to be turned off.
Furthermore, the flexibility of our attack parameters requires manual preliminary work
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which involves analyzing the HTTP request/responses and then tuning athese parameters
in pursuance of an effective attack. In addition, we address the base rate fallacy [52, 104]
by carefully formulating our assumptions and adversary model and focussing on precision
instead of sensitivity. Subsequently, the IUPTIS technique does not explicitly measure
similarities between fingerprinted profiles and thus eliminates the necessity to create a
separate collection of unmonitored webpages. As a result, our attack has the valuable
property that whenever we increase the world size, only the precision will be affected and
the sensitivity will remain practically the same.
During the work of this thesis, a recent article has been published that shows that it is
possible to predict a ’like’,’dislike’ or ’match’ of a Tinder user based on a combination of
HTTPS response size and plain HTTP image resources [6]. Even though, the practical
issues of such fingerprinting attack are not discussed and the recommendations proposed
in the article are insufficient, the IUPTIS technique is however very suitable for this type
of fingerprinting and can be applied to make the Tinder attack practical in a real world
scenario.

4.10 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed a new webpage fingerprinting technique called ’IUPTIS’ that focuses on
the practicality in an open world scenario. The ability to use different browser versions and
enable caching is an improvement over previous state-of-the-art techniques. Our experi-
ments have generated favorable results with F1 scores between 90% and 98% dependent
on the parameters utilized and highlights the privacy impact on various online platforms.
However, our attack is only applicable on the HTTP/1.1 protocol due to the assumption
that we can infer the exact response size.

Nonetheless, recent work of Wijnants et al. [107] has indicated that some implementa-
tions of the HTTP/2 protocol have a rather deterministic approach in multiplexing which
might make the estimation of response sizes in such protocol still relatively accurate. Fur-
thermore, we did show the impact of our attack on a small subset of all profiles available
on a platform. However, some platforms only have a small collection of online profiles
(DeviantArt has 36 million users). The impact of our attack on an even larger scale is
unknown and should be explored in future work.
Moreover, our addition of the Jenks optimization method only shows improvements in
parts of the experiments where the CDN heavily influences the response size. Further
experiments on other online platforms should be performed to analyze how exactly incor-
porating this optimization method will improve the overall F1 score. Additionally, other
metrics for calculating the error (ε) for each fingerprinted image in Sect. 4.4, such as the
squared difference are not examined yet and might be able to generate superior results.
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5 Information leakages in game consoles

Security vulnerabilities of desktop PCs, smartphones, IoT devices and even cars have
been thoroughly analyzed and discussed in various publications. Unfortunately, very little
research goes into the vulnerabilities and sensitive information that a gaming console can
have [32]. Modern game consoles have become much more than only a ’toy’. The constant
development of network functionalities has grown at a steady rate in the current generation
of consoles. This fast growth has even given rise to research in forensics analysis in order
to extract data stored on these consoles[56, 28].
It is imperative to understand that information leakages in game consoles might lead to
social profiling too. In the following sections, we will briefly discuss the current state of
the Playstation 4 in the context of security and social profilng.

5.1 Playstation 4 (Pro)

The Playstation 4 is a game console created by Sony Inc. [5] and released in November 2013.
As of January 2017, 73.6 million units have been sold worldwide [110]. The Playstation
4 (PS4) supports games in either physical or digital format. The latter is managed by
the Playstation Network service (PSN) and contains, among other things, the Playstation
Store. The communication between the PS4 and the PSN is tightly integrated and is
happening regularly. Internally, the PS4 operating system (called Orbis) is running on a
customized FreeBSD. However, the console itself is closed source and as such, the inner
workings of the system cannot be analyzed accurately. Lastly, it is important to know that
the installation of Orbis updates are necessary in order to use online functionality such as
the PS Store.
In the following section, we discuss the discovery of several vulnerabilities and weaknesses
in the PS4 (version 5.03) that can be utilized to collect sensitive information.

5.1.1 General weaknesses

The communication between the Playstation Store servers and the PS4 is sent through the
use of HTTPS. Unfortunately, a large portion of the communication between the PS4 and
other parts of the PSN (for instance, update features) are sent over plain HTTP. The use
of HTTP in a widespread console is outdated, risky and problematic as we will show with
a few examples.
First of all, almost all thumbnail images that are loaded by Orbis are sent through HTTP
(see Figure 7). Besides the fact that an adversary with an active MITM can alter these
images, there is a much severe issue. The thumbnail URL’s for each game are constructed
by a string that identifies the game. A simplified example is shown below:
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Figure 7: In the right bottom side of the screen, thumbnails from a game are downloaded
in plain HTTP.

Table 2: [CDN] defines the hostname of the CDN server. [GAME-ID] identifies a unique
number associated with a PS4 game. [HASH] defines an unknown hash. The way the URL
is constructed, reveals the origin from where the URL is requested in the PS4 menu.

http://[CDN].playstation.net/cdn/EP0002/CUSA[GAME-ID]/[HASH].png(31)

The URL is also different based on where the image is requested (for instance: the PS
Store or the installation menu). In other words, a passive adversary can trivially track the
behavioral flow of the victim and can even discover which games the victim has installed.
Furthermore, updates for Orbis OS are managed through XML files over HTTP (listing 1).
Fortunately, the content of the updates (tag <image>) are digitally signed and therefore,
cannot be altered. It is, however, possible to make the system believe that a new update
is present by modifying the version numbers. If the current OS version is lower than the
version number provided in the HTTP response, then the OS will try to download the
image tag URL. With this behaviour, we can construct an oracle that will tell us whether
the current OS version is lower or higher then a version X. By using a sequence of questions
to the oracle, we can predict with 100% certainty what the current OS version is.
Modifying the release log URL of each update is also possible, making it possible for an
active MITM to show any content as ”release log”.
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Furthermore, we noticed that part of the URL in the HTTP request identifies the area in
which the PS4 is bought (this is not the language in which the PS4 is set). For instance:
”uk” is identified as ”United Kingdom” and ”jp” is identified as ”Japan”. Such informa-
tion is of course sensitive and can be utilized to further profile the victim. Finally, other
servers of Sony accessible by HTTPS still utilize a weak RC4-MD5 cipher, which is proven
to be insecure for current industry standards [10].

Listing 1: PS4 OS update information in a HTTP response

1 <?xml v e r s i on="1.0" ?>
2 <u p d a t e d a t a l i s t >
3 <r eg i on id="it" >
4 <f o rce update>
5 <system l e v e l 0 s y s t e m v e r s i o n="05.010.000" l e v e l 1 s y s t e m v e r s i o n="05.010.000" />
6 </force update>
7 <system pup l a b e l="5.01" s d k v e r s i o n="05.010.000" v e r s i on="05.010.000">
8 <update data update type="full" >
9 <image s i z e="1">

10 http : // xx . ps4 . update . p l a y s t a t i o n . net / . . . /PS4UPDATE.PUP? des t=jp
11 </image>
12 </update data>
13 </system pup>
14 <recovery pup type="default" >
15 <pre in s t pup ve r s i o n="default"/>
16 <system pup l a b e l="5.01" s d k v e r s i o n="05.010.000" v e r s i on="05.010.000"/>
17 <system ex pup id="0" v e r s i on="00.000.000.000" l a b e l="0.000.000.000"/>
18 <image s i z e="1">
19 http : // xx . ps4 . update . p l a y s t a t i o n . net / . . . /PS4UPDATE.PUP? des t=us
20 </image>
21 </recovery pup>
22 </reg ion>
23 </u p d a t e d a t a l i s t >

To conclude, we also discovered a vulnerability that allows an adversary to read portions
of memory of the PS4 Wi-Fi chip during a Wi-Fi connection setup by exploiting a buffer-
overread present in the 802.11n module. The memory leakage consists of sensitive data
from the previous Wi-Fi connection and parts of 802.11 frames currently in air. This vul-
nerability has been disclosed responsibly to Sony, but has not yet been fixed. According
to the vendor ’Sony’, the vulnerability did not had a significant large enough impact on
security to be fixed.
During this thesis, we have also discovered a DoS vulnerability by altering HTTP responses
of the game update mechanisms, which ultimately results into a hard shutdown of the sys-
tem with a possible loss of data. This vulnerability has disclosed responsibly as well and
has been fixed by vendor ’Sony’ in one of their latest PS4 firmware updates.

In the table below, we show a summary of the current information leakages of the PS4
operating system and its corresponding network components, that can be extracted with
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a MITM:

Table 3: Information leakages of PS4 network and operating system that can be extracted
with a MITM attack

Description
Privacy
impact

Integrity
impact

Requires
active MITM? Difficulty

Modifiable images in PSN / High Yes Low
Identify games while browsing Medium / No Low
Identify game updates Medium / No Low
Identify PSN username while uploading Low / No Low
Identify PS4 version Low / Yes Low
Identify country Low / No Low
Weak RC4-MD5 cipher High High No High
Over-read PS4 Wi-Fi memory High* / Yes Low

5.1.2 Game fingerprinting

Just like identifying a website that the end user is visiting, knowing which game a user is
playing has a privacy impact as well.
When a game is loaded into the PS4 drive, a plain HTTP request is sent to a server
of Sony to gather more information about the game. However, if the information was
requested previously in a specific timeframe, the information will then be cached and thus
no plaintext communication will be visible. Subsequently, when the user starts a game,
several unencrypted requests and responses are sent to each other containing various data
such as analytics or update mechanisms. This unencrypted stream of communication often
consists of DNS and HTTP data.
Based on this communication, we can identify which game the end user is currently starting.
We compiled a list of several PS4 games that we could identify with a passive MITM solely
by starting up the game:

Table 4: Fingerprintable games solely by analyzing the communication at startup

Game
Identifiable
by DNS?

Identifiable
by HTTP?

Additional
leakages

Uncharted 4: The Lost Legacy Yes Yes PSN username
Metal Gear Solid: Phantom Pain Yes No PSN username
Just Cause 3 Yes No /
Rise Of The Tomb Raider Yes No /
Crash Bandicoot: N.Sane Trilogy Yes No /
Battlefield 1 Yes Yes analytics
Watch Dogs Yes No /
Watch Dogs 2 No No /
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Almost all of the DNS requests show the exact name or abbreviation of the game’s name.
Similar information is found in the HTTP requests and responses to and from the game
server. In some cases, such as Uncharted 4 and MGS, the PSN username is sent in plain-
text. Battlefield 1 is even sending analytics data such as the country or number of plays
to the webserver over plain HTTP. To the best of our knowledge, we have not found any
proof that Playstation users or researchers are currently aware of the issues discussed above.

In this section, we only briefly examined the general weaknesses in the PS4 system and
methods that are possible to fingerprint PS4 games. Further research is necessary to
analyze whether games on other consoles are also vulnerable to similar fingerprinting tech-
niques.

6 Experiments

In this section, we perform our IUPTIS attack on the social platform ’DeviantArt’ and
the travel booking platform ’Hotels.com’ in order to gain insights into the usefulness and
accuracy of a practical WFP attack. Ultimately, we believe it is important to perform
experiments that closely resemble the realistic world in which an end user will visit those
pages. Therefore, our experiment is simulated by randomly selecting a browser (for each
webpage visit) from the list below:

• Firefox 56.0.2 (Linux)

• Google Chrome 62.0 (Linux)

• Google Chrome 61.0 (Android)

Such an approach exposes the immediate impact that our attack can have when applied
in a realistic scenario. Nevertheless, in the context of our attack, there are no notable
differences between different browsers except from the change in request size.

6.1 IUPTIS: Attacking DeviantArt

DeviantArt is an online art community that consists of 36 million users where artists can
upload and view a substantial number of artworks [30]. We randomly compile a list of
2150 DeviantArt profile webpages 7 that have at least 5 uploaded images. Additionally,
DeviantArt uses a Galois Counter Mode cipher for all their domains, which means that we
can extract the exact length of a HTTP request/response.
Our traffic trace is constructed by spawning each profile webpage separately after each
other until all images are loaded with a minimum delay of 3 seconds before closing the
previous page and opening the next webpage. Lazy loading is a concept that is applied on

7in the form of ’https://www.deviantart.com/[USER NAME]/gallery’
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DeviantArt which means that only the images in the current viewport will be downloaded,
thus visible in the traffic trace. With this generated traffic trace containing 2150 profiles,
we run our IUPTIS attack.
There are many SMPs that we could have chosen to experiment on. However, we have
specifically chosen for DeviantArt because it turns out it has a lot of quirks and it raises
some practical issues that implementations of this attack can have.

6.1.1 Preprocessing profiles

Our goal of this attack is to accurately predict the individual profile that a user (which we
name ’victim’ from now on) has visited through the use of a random web browser. The
individual profile is defined to be an URL and the victim can be anyone who is surfing on
DeviantArt with any device. Approximately 70% of the DeviantArt accounts are estimated
to have no uploaded images. Since our attack is primarly developed for social profiling,
these profiles (which are usually the fans of artists themselves and so are viewed rarely)
are useless for our attack. We emperically define ’an active DeviantArt artist’ as someone
who has at least 5 images uploaded on their personal profile page. This makes 90% of
those DeviantArt artist accounts useful for fingerprinting.
We would like to stress that all DeviantArt users are vulnerable to this attack but we can
only fingerprint 90% of the profile pages that these users (victims) visit. This number can
increase if we change our Φ to a lower value, in exchange for a lower accuracy.
Each individual profile page has a gallery in which users upload their artwork. This can
be accessed by navigating to ’https://[USER NAME].deviantart.com/gallery’, which is
exactly what our URL prediction will look like. Our preliminary work starts with finger-
printing 47 000 images collected from exactly 2150 profiles. The profile pages are selected
randomly and filtered to only contain ’active DeviantArt artists’.
A script is written to extract the image url’s from the 2150 profiles. Next, we send a
HTTP HEAD to get the headers of each image. Finally, the necessary fingerprint data is
saved into the database. In this experiment, we specifically want to measure the impact
of using various devices and browsers and the ability to uniquely identify a profile based
on a stream of image sizes.

6.1.2 Methodology

Several parameters need to be setup for our attack to work. First, we setup the maximum σ
value for HTTP requests which is defined as Hreq. In almost all cases that we encountered,
the HTTP request size is the same for every request on a given modern browser. For all
experiments, a value of 0.2 is set for Hreq.
The maximum σ value for HTTP responses (Hresp) is however very different. It can change
substantially based on for instance, extra caching headers. For this reason, we set a value
of 3.6 which we have found emperically.
Next, we setup parameter breq. We seperate this from the complete Reqx so that we can
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change parameter breq if the browser used to issue the request is known. In this scenario,
we found out that an average static length of 252 bytes works best in most cases.
Finally, we setup the request and response size variances. The request size variance (π1)
will mostly depend whether or not we know which browser the victim is using. In our
experiment, we set a very small request variance (10) if we know which browser we are
using and set a larger variance (300) if we use an unknown/random browser. The response
size variance (π2) mostly depends on the CDN or server handling the request. For this
experiment, a value of 40 is used.
An important factor that will influence our experiment is ’lazy loading’. This technique
(which is implemented on DeviantArt), allows the browser to only download images that are
currently in the screen viewport of the victim. Scrolling through the window is necessary
to automatically download other images that are outside the viewport. Regardless of this,
our experiment does not scroll through the window but we did make sure that each profile
shows at least 10 images on average, in the current viewport. It is safe to say that this
assumption is fairly realistic because victims usually do not view all the images of a given
profile. In these tests, the reverse DNS of the IP of every TCP connection that has the
word ’deviantart’ in the domain name, was added to the network trace.
In order to run our experiment, we wrote a HTML page in Javascript that will open a
popup with the gallery URL of the specific profile. Then we sleep a random amount of
time (enough to at least load all the webpages in the current viewport) until we finally
close the popup and start anew with the next profile in our fingerprint collection. All the
traffic that is generated by the browser that runs our script is collected in one network
trace. At the end of our run, the network trace is inputted into our IUPTIS algorithm and
the list of profile predictions is outputted.
In figure 8, we observe that most HTTP responses are small in length (1 to 40Kb) and is
generally only decreasing after 25Kb. It is therefore statistically easier to identify a profile
with large images than with small images.
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Figure 8: Graph that shows the number of images of a certain HTTP response length on
DeviantArt.com. This graph contains a total of approximately 65000 images.

6.1.3 Results

Unless noted, all of our tests use the following empirically defined parameters: πreq = 300,
πresp = 40, useJenks = no, breq = 252, Hresp = 3.6 and Hreq = 0.4.
From running our tests, we have obtained the following results:

Table 5: Experiment on DeviantArt with variable parameters and a worldsize of 2150
profiles. Parameter ’caching=X’ indicates that we pre-cache the first X % of all the images
located on the profile webpage. Sensitivity, precision and F1 score is shown in percentage.

Sequence (Φ) Other parameters Sensitivity Precision F1 score
2 π2=10, breq=X 99 98 99
2 π2=10, breq=X, caching=0.4 94 98 96
2 / 99 88 93
3 / 98 93 95
4 useJenks=yes 97 97 97
5 useJenks=yes 96 99 98
5 useJenks=yes, caching=0.4 87 99 92
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The first test has set the parameter breq which indicates that the adversary knows which
browser the end user is using. Including this additional parameter has a considerable pos-
itive effect on the precision of the attack with an increase of 11% (ceteris paribus). It is
also evident that a large sequence will increase the precision and decrease the sensitivity.
We can attribute this due to the statistical probability that it is less likely for a profile
to have the same size of several images in a row as another profile. Caching the images
does influence the sensitivity since the request for those images will not lead to the image
contained in a HTTP response. It is therefore possible that the number of images that are
left on a particular profile do not meet the requirements to evolve into a valid sequence.
Although, the precision is clearly not affected since caching does not generate any addi-
tional false positives.
We conclude that our IUPTIS attack is overall, well suited for this type of social media
platform. An important factor in achieving such reliable results, is the fact that we can
accurately predict the size of the HTTP response for a given image and that the HTTP
request size can be essentially utilized as an extra feature for the prediction. Addition-
ally, the length of headers seldom change which makes this attack very feasible. Such
assumptions cannot be made for every platform as we will show in the next experiment.

6.2 IUPTIS: Attacking Hotels.com

6.2.1 Methodology

Hotels.com is an online travel booking platform with an average of 50 million visitors per
month and currently has around 260 000 bookable properties [48].
In this experiment, we are predicting the hotel (which is the profile here) that the end user
is visiting using a random browser.We chose Hotels.com for a few reasons.
First of all, the website allows us to extract images automatically without having to worry
about captchas when downloading several pages in sequence. Second, Hotels.com is using
Akamai as CDN, which is very different from DeviantArt’s Cloudfront CDN. The difference
especially lies in the length of each HTTP response. In the DeviantArt experiment, the
difference in length between a cached image and a non-cached image was only 6 to 12 bytes
and most profiles only had either cached or uncached images. Meanwhile, Hotels.com has
a difference of 12 to 28 bytes for cached and uncached images and profiles have interleaved
cached and uncached images. On top of that, they also have other headers that are de-
pendent on various factors. Such length behaviour is hard to model. Due to this large
difference, we use the Jenks natural breaks method as discussed in section 4.8.3.
Visiting a hotel through an online platform usually starts with opening the main page and
providing information about the length of the stay, the date, number of rooms, etc ... .
The provided information will be sent in a GET request (in the GET url) for each search
the user performs or hotel page the user opens. For each hotel page, additional GET pa-
rameters are also added and existing parameters can change due to several unpredictable
factors. Therefore, we cannot uniquely fingerprint the exact size of the HTTP requests for
each profile as we did in the DeviantArt experiment.
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This, however, blurs the line between using a random browser and an unknown browser
because as we have discussed before, using a different browser will only differ in the length
of the HTTP request. Each test in this experiment is therefore performed with a large
request variance (π1).
For this experiment, we can use a high Φ because hotel pages have significantly more im-
ages compared to DeviantArt profile pages. We also execute the pre-fingerprinting stage
similarly to the DeviantArt experiment with only a few minor differences.
We compile our profile list by randomly selecting 900 hotel profile webpages 8. Similar to
the DeviantArt experiment, our traffic trace is constructed by spawning each hotel web-
page and then opening 75% of all the images located on the webpage. Images are not
loaded automatically and thus requires the end user to click on the image in the interest of
downloading the full resolution image. We argue that the average end user does not open
all images on the webpage when browsing through the website. We run our experiment
with the following empirically defined parameters:
breq = 250, πresp = 100, πreq = 450 and Hreq = 0.2.

6.2.2 Results

In table 6, we show the sensitivity, precision and F1 score based on the experiment run by
altering parameter Hresp, the sequence length and whether or not we use the Jenks method.
With the exception of ’Without Jenks(Hresp=3.5)’, a consistent F1 score between 80 - 98%
is achieved. For a sequence (Φ) of 8 images, ’With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 8)’ yields a
F1 score of 98%. Overall, sensitivity is relatively constant in almost all tests and only
decreases slightly when a longer sequence is necessary as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. On
the contrary, the precision starts low and increases to a very convenient 99% in some cases.
However, a low sequence length is prefered to incorporate the ability for the end user to
use browser caching in exchange for a lower precision. Fortunately, performing the attack
without Jenks and Hresp=8.5 already attains a sensitivity and precision of respectively 99
and 92% for a sequence of 6 images. Furthermore, applying the Jenks method to model
the CDN cache behavior does show major improvements in sensitivity over different Hresp

values (ceteris paribus) with only a nominal decrease in precision. For instance, ’Without
Jenks (Hresp=3.5)’ has inferior sensitivity (below 55%) compared to the other tests due
to the fact that some images are cached by the CDN server which makes the resulting
responses very different in size. To the contrary, in the DeviantArt experiment, the CDNs
employed did not have a significant impact on the response size.
In the context of our open world adversary model, we have to be careful in balancing
the importance of precision and sensitivity as shown in Sect. 4.9. Therefore, we argue
that ’Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5)’ is ideal in this scenario due to the very advantageous
precision (85% to 100%) and relatively high sensitivity (82% to 99%) over all possible
sequence lengths. In consummation, we determine that the combination of parameters to

8in the form of ’https://hotels.com/ho[NUMBER]/?[GET PARAMETERS]’
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perform the attack will greatly depend on the adversary and end user model.
These results also show that the IUPTIS attack is highly suitable for predicting hotels on
online travel platforms where each hotel (profile) contains many images.

Figure 9: Hotels.com experiment consisting of various tests from table 6 with
different parameters, plotting the precision on the length of a valid sequence

Figure 10: Hotels.com experiment consisting of various tests from table 6 with
different parameters, plotting the sensitivity on the length of a valid sequence
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Table 6: Experiment on Hotels.com with a worldsize of 900 hotel profiles and variable
parameters. Sensitivity, Precision and F1 score are presented in percentage.

Parameters Sensitivity Precision F1 score
Without Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 5) 55 86 67
Without Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 6) 27 97 43
Without Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 7) 9 99 16
Without Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 8) 3 99 6
Without Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 9) 1 100 2

Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5,Φ = 5) 99 85 92
Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5,Φ = 6) 99 92 96
Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5,Φ = 7) 91 95 83
Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5,Φ = 8) 90 99 94
Without Jenks (Hresp=8.5,Φ = 9) 82 100 90

With Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 5) 91 77 83
With Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 6) 91 91 91
With Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 7) 99 92 96
With Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 8) 83 99 90
With Jenks (Hresp=3.5,Φ = 9) 73 100 85

With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 5) 97 71 82
With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 6) 99 80 88
With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 7) 99 85 89
With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 8) 99 98 98
With Jenks (Hresp=6.0,Φ = 9) 82 99 89

7 Defenses against IUPTIS

Research on website fingerprinting has been mostly focused on fingerprinting for a wide
variety of protocols and finding countermeasures against such attacks in practice [53]. Es-
pecially performance, effectiveness and viability are measured and analyzed.
In recent years, some countries (e.g. China) have started to actively detect and block ac-
cess to privacy anonymization tools like Tor [1] in order to apply censorship. Researchers
have looked into the process of mitigating these censorship authorities [60] [108]. However,
as we will discuss shortly, multiple tools and defenses against fingerprinting attacks exist
and we believe it is only a matter of time before these defenses are detected and blocked
as well. In other words, we need a defense that protects the end user against information
leakages but can also be hidden.
In the context of social profiling, such a ’non-identifiability’ requirement for fingerprinting
defenses is very important. As discussed in section 1.1, ’Social Wi-Fi’ companies provide
their services as in return, they can extract personal information from the user. If a finger-
printing (FP) defense is applied, detection of such defenses can have consequences for the
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end-user. For instance, the service provider can deny access to their services if a mitigation
used by the end-user is detected.
As a result, we discuss which existing countermeasures are sufficient enough to mitigate our
IUPTIS attack based on ’effectiveness’, ’performance’, ’viability’ and ’non-identifiability’.

7.1 Padding

A basic defense mechanism that we consider is ’linear padding’. With linear padding
applied, we make sure that the length of every HTTP request and response is divisible by
a specific number of bytes. Padding is still common on some social media platforms as it is
applied to block ciphers used in HTTP over TLS, for instance AES. Even if the adversary
knows that padding is applied, HTTP requests and responses will look larger than they
actually are, resulting into a large standard deviation σ. In this case, we cannot use a Hreq

and Hresp lower than padding/2 because our σ will likely overshoot both boundaries. So
in order to compensate for this, we increased both parameter Hreq and Hresp to 16 and 64
for respectively 32 byte blocks and 128 byte blocks of padding applied.
With that in mind, we ran all tests on existing configurations from our original DeviantArt
experiment (section 16.1), with linear padding applied (πreq = 300, πresp = 40, useJenks
= no, breq = X, Hresp = 3.6 and Hreq = 0.4) 9:

Streak (Φ) Padding Sensitivity (%) Precision (%) F1 score (%)
3 0 98 93 95
4 0 97 97 97
3 32 96 63 76
4 32 93 90 91
3 128 92 1 65
4 128 89 2 64

The results are still very acceptable for a small amount of padding, but the precision suf-
fers substantially when applying padding to blocks of 128 bytes. Nevertheless, it is clear
that a linear padding of 128 bytes (or more) is effective in generating many false positives.
However, the sensitivity is obviously not affected which means that the adversary can still
narrow down the number of possible profiles that the victim has visited if we would utilize
a closed world scenario. It is also important to note that we modified our parameters of
the attack with the prior knowledge that padding will be applied. This assumption is fair
if the padding is part of the protocol standard (for instance: block ciphers). Although, if
variable padding is applied to the HTTP data itself, an adversary might have difficulties
guessing which parameters he should use in order to succesfully perform the attack.
We conclude that padding does not completely mitigate our attack, but it certainly makes

9In all of our tests, we randomly select 100 profiles out of 2150 fingerprinted profiles as we did in the
DeviantArt experiment
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the preliminary work of the adversary much more cumbersome. Furthermore, such mitiga-
tion is often criticized for their performance intensive nature due to the extra bandwidth
that is needed [53, 20]. Other padding schemes proposed by Dyer et al. [33] like Mice-
Elephant or Exponential padding have the same effect.

7.2 Camouflage

Camouflage is a client-side defense (originally meant for Tor networks) which tries to
cover up traffic by requesting a random webpage (profile) whenever the victim is trying
to visit another unrelated webpage [81]. Applied to our attack, this would mean that we
request a random profile page Y when the victim requests a profile page X. Both profiles
will be loaded simultaneously by opening multiple TCP connections to the target server.
Since our attack expects a sequence of HTTP responses that belong to the same profile,
such defense will interleave the responses and requests which makes it statistically much
harder to find such sequence. It also injects false predictions as the victim is not the one
requesting the random page. Advantages of this defense are that it is easy to implement
in a browser add-on and it is hard to detect if applied. In the DeviantArt experiment, an
advantageous side effect is that dummy profile (webpage) can be requested directly by the
browser itself and so there is no need to know the different sizes of each image on a given
profile (only the profile URL is required). Consequently, exactly the same HTTP request
and response will be transmitted as if the victim has visited the dummy webpage by him-
self through the same browser. However, additional data about the profiles is necessary in
websites where user interaction is required (Hotels.com experiment) in order to download
the fingerprinted images on a given webpage. We performed some tests where where apply
the Camouflage concept to our attack (see table 7):

Streak (Φ) Number of dummies Sensitivity (%) Precision (%) F1 score (%)
2 0 99 88 93
2 1 98 51 73
2 2 82 39 53
5 0 96 99 97
5 1 85 56 68
5 2 68 47 55

Table 7: Camouflage defense applied to the IUPTIS attack performed on DeviantArt with
the following parameters: Hresp = 3.6, Hreq = 0.5, useJenks = no, π1 = 450 ,π2 = 100 and
breq is not set (unknown browser).

As expected, Camouflage introduces many false positives due to the extra dummy requests.
If we compare the results to the experiment without defenses applied (section 6.1), we
notice that the sensitivity has decreased substantially. This is the result of the interleaved
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HTTP requests and responses which makes a correct sequence less likely to occur. The
same explanation can be given for the fact that the precision with 2 dummy requests is
higher for a streak of 5 compared to a streak of 2 (ceteris paribus). Due to the order in
which the responses appear, IUPTIS effectively sees this as noise.
Whether or not Camouflage mitigates the IUPTIS attack depends on the context in which
the attack is performed. Does the adversary wants to know exactly which profile the victim
visited or is he satisfied with several possible predictions? Generally, we can say that an
adversary already has enough sensitive information to use when several predictions are
given to him. It will also depend on whether or not the fingerprints that the adversary
has, is a subset of the possible dummy requests. As a result, we conclude that Camouflage
does not sufficiently protect the end user against an IUPTIS attack.

7.3 Overview

There are 2 type of groups that we can protect from our attack (in order of importance):

1. The users that are visiting the fingerprinted profiles. It is their network trace that is
used (client-side).

2. The users that own the fingerprinted profiles.

Despite the high accuracy of our attack, the current defenses that exist to mitigate such
attack are highly effective as we will show in a moment.
The first basic countermeasure that we discuss, is linear padding. In our experiment
in section 7.1, we showed that a padding of 128 bytes is highly effective in nullifying the
precision of an IUPTIS attack. However, it is still not sufficient to completely mitigate the
sensitivity.

Popular privacy applications like Tor [84] will introduce a large amount of padding and
optional randomized pipelining [38].
Randomized pipelining renders our current attack useless since our length method only
works when we can uniquely identify the length of HTTP requests and responses. Further-
more, such large amount of padding will disorient our algorithm and will, depending on
the parameters used, generate a lot of false predictions or no predictions at all. In the so-
cial media context scenarios in which we focus, we do not expect an average user to use Tor.

HTTPOS (acts like a client-side proxy) is primarily an application layer defense which
implements several countermeasures to make it hard for an adversary to calculate the real
HTTP content lengths [65]. It uses the HTTP Range header (if supported by the server)
to request parts of the content multiple times instead of requesting the complete content at
once. Furthermore, it injects junk data to the HTTP content in order to cover up the real
traffic data. The HTTP Range header is often only supported for multimedia resources
like images. Fortunately, this is sufficient in our scenario. Using this header is a clever and
effective way to change the size of HTTP responses.
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Finally, it also tries to enable HTTP/1.1 pipelining (if the browser supports is). As the
parameters of this defense can be fine-tuned, a large amount of variable ’fake’ padding
(injecting dummy data into the request) can be introduced. As discussed before, padding
is an effective yet performance degrading countermeasure against IUPTIS. Additionally,
HTTPOS modifes the MSS option in the TCP protocol in order to limit the size of an
outgoing TCP packet. This modification has a severe impact on the performance for small
values set to MSS and can be detected when modified consistently.

CS-BuFLO is a client and server-side defense which tries to send the TCP data in a
continuous flow with fixed-size packets [18]. The difference of timing does not affect our
attack. There are 2 padding schemes of which both add a maximum of X bytes of padding
where X is the original data size. Again, such large quantity of padding defeats our attack
entirely. Unfortunately, the concept of this countermeasure requires an implementation on
both client (browser) and server.

As discussed in section 7.2, Camouflage does not completely mitigate our IUPTIS at-
tack. It has similar results as linear padding, but it does however holds a strong ”non-
identifiability” requirement. An adversary cannot easily the detect the presence of such
a defense which makes it very viable in certain scenarios (for instance: social Wi-Fi
providers).

Finally, server implementations of HTTP/2 would open up the possibility of using pipelin-
ing and multiplexing. Morla [74] has showed that if server implementations of HTTP/2
extensively use pipelining and multiplexing, the lengths of HTTP requests and responses
are hard to predict, rendering our IUPTIS attack ineffective. It is however up to the server
to implement, as most client browsers already support HTTP/2.

We conclude that most countermeasures are succesful in mitigating our attack in exchange
for performance and bandwidth. However, in practice, many of such countermeasures are
hard to implement since they require server-side changes or the use of additional proxies.
Lastly, all defenses with the exception of Camouflage and HTTP/2 are identifiable to a
certain extent. Unfortunately, HTTP/2 requires an upgrade at the server-side and so is
out of reach for the client-side victims.
If identifiability and the sensitivity measurement is of no concern, then adding linear
padding of at least 256 (preferrably more) bytes is sufficient to mitigate our IUPTIS attack.
The grid below shows an overview of the considered defenses against IUPTIS. Viability
and performance is an objective score (confirmed by facts) from 0 to 5. Camouflage(X)
indicates that we load X additional dummy profiles for each requested profile page:

Table 8: Possible defenses against IUPTIS based on various factors
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Defense Mitigates?
Non-

identifiable?
Bandwidth
overhead

Viability Performance

Linear padding
(32 bytes)

7 7/X 2.0% 5 5

Linear padding
(128 bytes)

7/X 7 8.1% 5 5

HTTPOS X 7 ? 3 4
CS-BuFLO X 7 50% 1 3

Camouflage(1) 7 X 100% 4 4
Camouflage(2) 7/X X 200% 4 4

Tor X X/7 ? 4 1
HTTP/2 X X -X% 4 +5

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have discussed and analyzed several fingerprinting techniques and mod-
ified them to be utilized in practical real-life scenarios such as marketing or cybercrime
departments. We also applied the basics of these techniques to the Playstation 4 game
console which to the best of our knowledge, has never been done before. Furthermore,
the discoveries of weaknesses in the newest generation of PS4 system has shown that basic
encryption such as HTTPS, is still not widespread. On top of that, a vulnerability in the
PS4 update mechanism and another one in the Wi-Fi chip has been reported where the
former one has been fixed by the vendor. As is clear throughout the text, most of the work
that has been put into this thesis is involved in discussing, analyzing and experimenting
with the IUPTIS attack. A short version of the section ’IUPTIS’ has been submitted as
a paper to the international conference ESORICS and has yet to be accepted. However,
the IUPTIS attack is only applicable in HTTP/1.1. Further research about the viability
of this attack in the HTTP/2 protocol and over other more general web platforms will be
done in the forseeable future.
The main research questions of our thesis about social profiling are also answered. We
showed that social profiling is rising in popularity and that various side-channel meth-
ods exist that can extract sensitive information from encrypted communication. Existing
defenses against those attacks have been presented and have been carefully analyzed to
determine whether they are practical in a realistic scenario. Even though, some of these
methods are significantly complex to perform, the privacy implications are not to be ne-
glected and should therefore be an important issue in further legal enactments.
Personally, I believe that the experience from researching the techniques and methods
in this thesis has aided me in further developing desirable skills for vulnerability reward
programs and has ultimately helped me into deciding that an academic path is the most
interesting path to follow.
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A Buffer-overread vulnerability

During the research of this thesis, we have discovered a buffer-overread vulnerability in
the network component of the PS4. It is possible to over-read 128 bytes from sensitive
PS4 memory during the WEP handshake in an AP association between the authenticator
(attacker) and supplicant (PS4). All OS versions before 5.3 are vulnerable.
We have responsibly disclosed this vulnerability to the vendor, but is currently classified
as ’informative’. According to the vendor, this vulnerability has no significant impact on
security and will therefore not be patched. Timeline:

Sept 22, 2017 Initial disclosure of vulnerability to vendor ’Sony’.

Sept 26, 2017 Vendor confirms that report has been received and is currently investigating.

Oct 4, 2017 Vendor responds that vulnerability has been patched and thus case is closed.

Oct 4, 2017 Vulnerability is still exploitable. Vendor notified.

Oct 5, 2017 Vendor requires more information about vulnerability.

Oct 9, 2017 More detailled information is sent to vendor, including proof of concept code (Python).

Oct 11, 2017 Vendor does not understand vulnerability and requests additional information.

Oct 11, 2017 Clarification about scope of vulnerability is sent to vendor.

Nov 2, 2017 Current status of vulnerability requested to vendor.

Nov 6, 2017 Vendor is still investigating issue.

Apr 28, 2018 Vendor classifies vulnerability as ’informative’.

B Practical example of IUPTIS

B.1 Segmentation of HTTP request

An example of a DeviantArt HTTP request for an image of a profile:

1 GET /SbDJcoTRsjXcyTT0/ f i t −in /700 x350/ t h i s i s t h e n a m e o f t h e a r t w o r k . png HTTP/1 .1
2 Host : t00 . dev i anta r t . net
3 User−Agent : Moz i l l a /5 .0 (X11 ; Linux x86 64 ; rv : 5 7 . 0 ) Gecko /20100101 F i r e f ox /57 .0
4 Accept : ∗/∗
5 Accept−Language : en−US, en ; q=0.5
6 Accept−Encoding : gz ip , d e f l a t e , br
7 Referer : h t t p s :// mypro f i l e . d e v i an t a r t . com/ g a l l e r y /
8 Connection : keep−a l i v e
9 Pragma : no−cache

10 Cache−Contro l : no−cache
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preq consists of the following header values :

- https://myprofile.deviantart.com/gallery/

- /SbDJcoTRsjXcyTT0/fit-in/700x350/this is the name of the artwork.png

The total length of preq is therefore 109 bytes (no newlines).
breq is a fixed value which depends on the webbrowser. In case of ’DeviantArt’, breq consists
of:

- All fixed header names (Host,Accept,Referer, ...)

- gzip, deflate, br

- keep-alive

- no-cache

- */*

- Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86 64; rv:57.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/57.0
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